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P hi S igm a Sigm a m ourns fou n d in g sister
By K. Mun
Assistant News Editor
Michelle Stacey Friedman, 22, an MSC
student, died at St. Joseph’s Hospital in
Paterson early Tuesday morning due to com
plications initiated by a severe asthma attack.
Herfriends called her “Little One” teasing
her of her size, but the name also stems from
love and respect of her energy, vitality and
ability to get things done.
Michelle was very loved at MSC. The
several hundred people at her funeral and the
size of the procession, both on Wednesday
morning, attest to that fact. A large portion of
the attending mourners were MSC students
and faculty members, including the entire
department of Recreational andLeisure Stud
ies, her major.
Michelle’s biggest love on campus was
her sorority, Phi Sigma Sigma, and her sisters
in it. f '
Caryn Hefter, a close-friend and sorority
sister, said the reason Michelle remained at
school was because she loved the sorority so
much.
Michelle had helped found Phi Sigma

Sigma, MSC’s first national sorority and she
served on its judicial board. She served on the
Executive Board of Greek Council and laid
down much of the groundwork for the new
Pan Hellenic Council at MSC.
She was also a member of the Jewish
Student Union.
Her hometown was Freehold, N.J. and
was in her fourth year at MSC.
An only child, Michelle is survived by her
father, Bob and her mother, Maureen.
Services were held at Higgins Funeral
Home in Freehold. Officiating was Rabbi Jon
Konheim of Temple Emmanuelle of North
ern N.J.. Michelle was buried at Freehold
Hebrew Cemetery following service.
In recognition and honor of Michelle’s
dedication to hersorority, the Michelle Stacey
Friedman Educational Grant has been set up
by Phi Sigma Sigma to award a national
member of Phi Sigma Sigma who shows
similar dedication for the sorority and Greek
life. Contributions may be sent to Phi Sigma
Sigma Central Office, Michelle Stacey
Friedman Fund, 23123 State Rd. 7, suite 250,
Boca Raton, FI. 33428. Michelle’s name must
be indicated somewhere on the donation.

Teach-in on Gulf War
attracts 250 students
By Jessica Bien
Staff Writer
Michael Kogan, chairperson of the Phi
losophy and Religion department, said , “I
guarantee that all the faculty are not as bi
zarre as we heard here,’’dining a teach-in on
the Persian Gulf War.
The teach-in was sponsored by several
MSC faculty members and attracted about
250students to the Student CenterBallrooms
for two and a half hours early Thursday
morning, Feb. 5.
“The government bums up millions of
dollars a day to kill people,” said Barbara
Chasin of the Sociology Department
Her argument focused on comparisons of
the Persian Gulf War and Vietnam. The U.S.
government manipulated the feelings of
American people as to why they were at war
in Vietnam, Chasin said.
According to Richard Franke of the An
thropology Department, the war will cost
each American taxpayer $2,400 if the war
lasts six months and up to $4,200 if it lasts
longer.
He also said that the money being spent

on the war will cause cuts in Medicare, Vet
erans’ benefits and other underprivileged
programs.
Irene Breznak, a graduate student who
spoke at the teach-in, said that Americans act
as if the war was a game. They watch war
coverage as if it were Nintendo.
Many students who attended the teach-in
said it was very one-sided.
“Most of the speakers were against the
war, and gung-ho about putting down the
government and the president,” Cassandra
Wetezel, a freshman, said after the teach-in.
Kogan later said, “It was very clear from
the invitation I received (on page 13) that I, as
a supporter of U.S. policy, would not be
welcomed.”
Rachel M. Bailey, a senior, said, “I thought
the teach-in was supposed to educate us about
the war. It ended up being a screaming match
on why people are for or against the war.
Arguments even erupted over totally unre
lated topics.”
Anolan Vega said after the teach-in, “You
can be anti-war and patriotic at the same time.
I believe in the U.S., but I don’t agree with
what our leaders are doing. There’s a differ
ence. People have the right to protest.”

Students fill Student Center Ballroom at Teach-in.
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World News
G ULF U PD A TE
-Saddam H ussein said he w as w illin g
to cooperate w ith the USSR to put an
end to the G ulf War, b u t stressed Iraq 's
conviction to the special Soviet envoy
Yevgeny M. Prim akov. The Soviets did
not explicitly describe w hat they h ad in
m ind, b u t it did not as of yet include an
Iraqi w ith d raw al from K uw ait, w hich
disconcerts U.S. attitudes tow ard the se
riousness of such a com m ent.
-President M ikhail Gorbachev ques
tioned the "logic" of U.S. operations in
the G ulf a n d their possibility of going
beyond U.N. m andates concerning the
liberation of K uwait. Senate m inority
leader R obert Dole of Kansas agreed w ith
G orbachev in as m uch as the destruction
of the Iraqi m ilitary w as not one of the
goals set forth before the w ar began.
-The U.S. has been promised pledges o f
over $50 b illion toward the G ulf War, but
received only $5.3 billion in cash an d $1.3
in m aterial aid. Saudi Arabia has pledged
$16.8 billion, K uw ait $16 billion, Japan
$10.7 billion and G erm any $6.6 billion.
O ver 200,000 troops have been deployed
to th e region b y over 15 nations.
-An official Syrian newspaper urged
the Iraqi peop le to "liquidate" Saddam
H ussein in cold blood, to save their
p eo p le from the "horrible m assacre" that
advanced W estern technology w o u ld in
flict on them . This editorial is represen
tative of Syrian governm ent view s to 
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w a rd Iraq, a n d specifically H ussein.
-Departm ent of D efen se Secretary D ick
C h en ey p u b lic ly an nou n ced that a
ground offen sive is necessary to bring
ab o u t an en d to the w ar. H e felt the air
w a r w as effective b u t needs to be stepped
u p in intensity.
-The Iraqi governm ent announced that
it w ou ld break all diplom atic ties w ith
six nations: the U.S., G reat Britain, France,
Italy, Egypt a n d Saudi A rabia.
-Jordan end ed its proclaimed neutrality
by announcing its disgust w ith A llied
bom bing o f Iraq, declaring it to be not
only a crim e against Iraq, b u t "against all
A rabs a n d M uslim s." P resident Bush
u rg e d Jordan to stay neutral, threatening
an elim ination of over $55 m illion in
foreign aid to the country.

IN T E R N A T IO N A L
-A nuclear accident in one o f Japan's 37
such plants resulted in the em ission o f
8% o f its annual radioactive exhaust.
T he accident occurred after a m ajor leak
in the cooling system of over 20 m illion
gallons of w ater, w hich caused the core
to leak, m elting th e radioactive fuel.
-Soviet President M ikhail Gorbachev
urged the disbanding o f the Warsaw
Pact A lliance by April 1, to the leaders of
Poland, Czechoslovakia, H un g ary a n d
R om ania. V oluntary efforts involving
political, econom ical an d em ergency is
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Compiled by William C. Hendrixson

sues m ay still be collaborated on, how 
ever.
-Lithuanians, in a special referendum,
voted over 9 to 1 in favor o f declaring
their independence, am id Soviet m ili
tary efforts to p rev en t it.
-The IRA claim ed responsibility for a
series o f mortar attacks on the British
cabinet in session w ith P rim e M inister
John M ajor in L ondon this week. The
attacks h ad been p lan n ed for m onths,
according to the IRA. T hree people w ere
h u rt in the attacks an d th e area w as d o sed
d o w n for a day.
-Jean-Bertrand Aristide w as sworn in as
Haiti's n ew lyelected President. Aristide
is th e c o u n try 's first dem ocraticallyelected president, bringing h o p e to Haiti,
w hich suffered years of despotism u n d er
the D uvalier regim e.

N A T IO N A L
-The stock market surged to its highest
level since Iraq's invasion o f Kuwait, on
over a 70 p o in t gain. This is n o t only a
signal of confidence in theU .S. w a r effort,
of confidence in the F ederal R eserve's
decision to cut the p rim e len d in g rate.
The D oW is n o w less th an 100 points
from 2999.75, a record high set on July 16
- 17 of last year.
-F ou rteen liv in g V ietn a m veteran s
found their nam es am ong the 58,175
nam es of m issin g and dead on the Viet
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Thursday - Rainy and windy. Could change back to snow? Idte*
in the day.
High 42-48

nam V eterans M em orial in W ashington
D.C. The m istake w as caused by key
p u n ch erro r in transcribing th e data.
-T erry N o rris d efe a ted Sugar Ray
Leonard in a 12 round unanim ous deci
sion, defen d in g his S uperw elterw eight
title a n d retiring L eonard for ostensibly
th e last time. L eonard w o u ld retire w ith
36 w ins 2 losses 1 split decision including
25 knockouts, a t the ag e of 34. Leonard
h a d w o n title s in 5 w e ig h t classes
th ro u g h o u t his career.
-The department of D efen se Interior
proposed to open thousands o f m iles of
shoreline to offshore o il drilling. The
p ro p o sal still req u ires the ap p ro v al of the
President a n d Congress, b u t could greatly
reduce U.S. dep en d en ce on foreign oil.
-Three m en were arrested for conspir
in g to bom b the tw o chem ical tanks in
N orfolk last w eek. The act w as n o t one of
terrorism , b u t one designed as insurance
frau d , as th e three m en held policies on
th e tw o tanks, w hich contained millions
of gallons of m ethanol,and h av eit blam ed
on th e G ulf W ar.
President Bush announced a W hite H ouse
p lan to increase th e dom estic petroleum
in d u stry a n d decrease Federal obstacles
to w ard s th e construction of n ew nuclear
p o w e r plants.
-Roger Clem ens became the first Major
League Baseball player to earn over $5
m illio n per year. C lem ens signed a 4 year
contract w ith th e Boston Red Sox w orth
$21,521,000, m aking him the highest paid
athlete in th e U.S.

$UTLOOK
Shuttle driver reservist on alert..... 9
Blanton residents speak on shooting
and security................................. 9

Low 22-28

Friday

- Snow showers, possible accumulation, very windy.
High upper 20's to low 30's
Low 8-14

SPORTS
Cohesion’s Comer........................24
Women's Basketball.................... 25

Saturday

EDITORIAL
Words on War.........................13
Main Editorial:
Response to Teach-In.............12

ARTS & ENTERTAINMENT
Record Reviews....................... 15
On Film....................................17
Laser Show...............................15

- Not as windy, cleaing, maybe a few flurries.
High upper teens to low 20's
Low 1-7
1

Sunday

- Sunny, a bit warmer. Clouding up late.
High upper 20's to low 30's
Low 16-22

C O R R E C T I O N S
In last week's Class One Concerts advertisement, "Class One of the SGA" was
missing.

Monday

- Rain or snow.
High low to mid 30's

A w itness to the Open Forum was quoted incorrectly. The word "bitch" w as not used.

Low near 20

Margaret Kurdyla is the Vice President of the S G A
Agnes Kurdyla is the new Public Relations Director o f the SGA.

Tuesday

- Some wind. Chance of snow.
High upper 20's to low 30's
Low 17-22

Marybeth Hamilton is the new SGA Clerk.
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Bradley holds press
conference on campus
By R.A. Campos
News Editor
Senator Bill Bradley addressed questions
about the Persian Gulf War and Garbage
Disposal in the state of N J. at a press confer
ence with weekly community newspapers at
MSC on Tuesday, Feb. 12.
Bradley said that the U.S. Ambassador to
Kuwait told Saddam Hussein, before America
began its occupation of the area, that if they
invaded “it would be an inter-Arab affair.”
He said this was almost inviting Iraq to take
over the country.
“I would have preferred to strangle
Saddam Hussein with sanctions. My hope
was that it would inflict sufficient damage to
let Iraqis realize that they were being ruled by
a madman and attempt a coup d ’etat. The new
government would hopefully want to bargain
for peace,” Bradley said.
There are no restrictions on the war. ‘There
are even some suggestions of using nuclear
weapons,” Bradley said.
He also said that people can, and should,
express their opinions on the war, but that a
commitment has already been made.
One of the causes of the war is definitely
America’s lack of energy and its dependence
on oil, Bradley said. If the U.S. let Saddam
Hussien take Kuwait, he would have also
taken Saudi Arabia thus controlling 50% of

the world’s oil.
He said that N.J. should start looking at
other types of energy sources, such as solar
energy, which he favors.
Bradley wants N.J. to stimulate conserva
tion. “People should stop sitting in parking
lots called highways and start taking mass
transit,” he said.
He also supports recycling and, instead of
incinerating the 40% of garbage in N.J. that
isn’t recycled, transporting the rest to land
fills in other states.
“A ban on exporting garbage is unfair to
states like N.J.,” Bradley said. “For decades
we had to accept garbage from N.Y. and
Philadelphia. This garbage takes up to 50%
of the space in our landfills.”
Bradley also addressed the new tunnel
being built from Wayne to Newark to drain
the Passaic River so there will be no more
damage to residents’ property in the area.
He said that he would prefer to buy-out
the area but that the tunnel would be more
economical.
“The state has been given the decision on
what to do about the situation,” Bradley said.
“However, in time a buy-out might be
cheaper.”
Bradley ended the conference by saying
that he believes that weekly community
newspapers are “the web of their communi
ties,” and would like to meet with them and
discuss issues on a more regular basis.
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Relative cost of war
By Dan Winters
Correspondent
The estimates of the costs of the Persian
Gulf War vary. Congressional analysts put
the current cost at $500 million per day,
doubling to $ 1 billion per day once the ground
war begins. Fortune Magazine lists the cost
of a one month war at $60 billion, the White
House estimates so afr have been sketchy.
President Bush has allotted $15 billion in his
proposed budget to cover war costs, with
further details to follow in a supplementary
war budget later this month.
An inherent problem in estimating the
cost of the war is where to begin calculations.
Should the estimates cover only immediate
out-of-pocket expenses or allow for csot esti
mates to replace worn out or destroyed mate
rial?

Calculating immediate expenses is a fairly
straightfoward process. Calculating replace
ment costs is more difficult. No one can
calculate precisely how factors such as infla
tion, transport fees, cost and availibility of
materials and manpower will affect the re
placement cost of a given piece of equipment.
The Government estimates reflect only
the money spent by Government agencies,
appropriated by Congress. The projected cost
of the Gulf War soars incredibly when private
expenditures are included. By adding in pri
vate expenditures, a Princeton economist has
put the total U.S. cost at $169 billion to $288
billion. This includes the cost of economic
sanctions against Iraq, higher oil prices and
the costs of occupying and rebuilding Iraq.
The true cost of the war will not be known
until long after it is over.

Money put to better use
Patriot missile at $1.1M x30 missiles fired-----Room, board, and tuition for one year to
167 MSC students
M -l Main Battle Tank $2M ea------------------- Sixty two brand new shuttle buses
M-2 Bradley Fighting Vehicle $2M ea----------333 Hyundai base models (w/o A/C)
F-15 Strike Eagle $51M ea------------------------MSC's budget for one year
Daily food cost for U.S. troops: $4.5M--------- 3750 meal plans at MSC for one year (19
per week)
Operation Desert Shield Cost -1/91: $10B----- MSC's budget for 181 years (until 2172
A.D.)
Estimated cost of a one month war: $60B-------2,287,980 students put through 4 years at
MSC; including room and board
Lowest estimated total cost of war: $169B------A nice home for over 1 million families
or giving the entire state of N.J. a 4 year
_ . . ,
,
_ ,
,,
.
education at MSC
D ata ta k en from Forbes M agazine

Protest against higher SGA News
tolls on
N J. Turnpike
Bill passed to educate
students about war

The 1000-member New Jersey Motor
Truck Association is advising trucking
companies to stay off the N.J. Turnpike.
The group is planning the boycott of the
roadway to protest higher tolls beginning in
late March.
Under the increases approved unani
mously by the Turnpike Authority and en
dorsed by Gov. Jim Florio, tolls will go
from $10.40 to $20.80 for a six-axle truck
driving the length of the turnpike from the
Delaware Memorial Bridge to the George
Washington Bridge.

Department of Transportation spokes
person Randy Linthurst says the boycott
could choke local highways with traffic
because toll-free state and interstate high
ways could not handle all the trucks that
now travel the Turnpike.
The anti-tax group Hands Across New
Jersey is also planning a motorcade Sat
urday to protest toll increases of 70 percent
for cars and 100 percent for trucks.
Protestors will decorate their cars and
trucks and drive 55 mph in the northbound
truck lanes starting at 1 p.m. at interchange
seven in Bordentown.

Seton Hall basketball player
leaves college after threats
(AP) - A Seton Hall basketball team
member quit the team and will withdraw
from the University because of alleged threats
he received after refusing to wear the U.S.
flag on his uniform.
In a statement released yesterday by Seton
Hall, Marco Lokar said he had received threats
directed at him and his wife Lara and that it
has made their life very difficult. He said they

plan to return home to Italy so she can com
plete her preganancy in peace.
Lokar defended his decision not to wear
the flag saying it would have shown support
for war, something he cannot do as a Chris
tian.
Coach P.J. Carlesimo and Athletic Di
rector Larry Keating were not available for
comment.

By George Olschewski
Staff Writer
Legislator Glenn Laniewski drafted a bill
-that; if passed, will suspend all pro- and anti
war bills currently pending in the SGA for
one month while the SGA will sponsor weekly
open forums, teach-ins, discussions, etc. to
inform the campus on events in the Persian
Gulf. By doing this, the SGA hopes to get an
accurate view as to how the entire campus
stands on the war issue, and can then effec
tively represent the student population.
Laniewski attempted to bring the bill onto the
floor for voting, but was instead placed into
its proper committee. The bill will be voted
upon Wednesday, February 20.
Two Class 1 Organizations received
charters yesterday. The Student Intramural
Leisure Council (SILC), which programs
intramural sports such as basketball, football,
volleyball, and indoor soccer, has a member

ship in excess of 40 members and has up to
300 students participating in events at any
given time. “SILC, which was virtually
nonexistant two years ago, is booming now,”
said president John Fiore.
Class 1 Concerts, responsible for bring
ing recording artists and shows to MSC was
also granted a charter. Past performances
include Meat Loaf, The Allman Brothers,
Bad English, Eddie Money, The Hooters, and
sponsored a laser show on February 12,1991
in the Memorial Auditorium.
Class 1 Concerts also came up for an
appropriation for $500 for a large picture
frame and plaque for a painting of John
Lennon, which is currently in the Class 1
Concerts office in the Student Center. Once
framed, the painting will be displayed in one
of three possible places in the S tudent Center.
Other paintings by the artist, Denny Dent, are
usually sold to museums for $3,000.

T h is n e w s p a p e r is r e c y c la b le .
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Campus
Police
Report
^ 1
Compiled by William C. Hendrixson

Theft
-February 8 between 7:40 p.m. and 7:51 p.m.
an MSC student reported the theft of his
wallet in Panzer Gym leading Campus Police
to investigate the area. A black male was
found who fit the description of the individual
who appeared in a composite sketch in last
week’s Montclarion. The individual fit the
description near perfectly, down to the ex
pensive leather shoes he had been described
wearing. After a police search however, no
evidence was found which could link him to
the crimes, he was released and told not to
return to MSC. The man was not a student,
but a resident of East Orange who had prior
arrests for theft at Rutgers College in Newark.
Campus Police are confident that this is the
person who had been the recent rash of thefts
on campus.
-February 12 between 3:30 p.m. and 3:50
p.m. anMSCstudentreportedthathisbookbag
had been stolen from outside the bookstore
while he had been shopping. The bookbag
contained various school supplies, but noth
ing of any high value.
-February 11 it had been reported that some
time between winter break and that date, that
money had been stolen from the change
machines in the Student Center. No evidence
of forced entry had been noticed, and no
estimates have been released as to how much
money was stolen.

Auto break
ins/ theft
-Between 8:30 p.m. on February 3 and 2 p.m.
on February 7 two rear wheels and brakes
were stolen from a 1977 Toyota Corona parked
in lot 20.

-Between 8:30 p.m. on February 8 and 5:30
p.m. on February 9 a CB radio was stolen
from a 1984 Buick Skylark parked in lot 20.
-Between 10:30 p.m. on February 10 and
4:40 a.m. on February 1 1 a 1986 Nissan
parked on Stone Road near Bohn Hall was
broken into. The thieves had apparently used
a slim jim or similar tool, as no serious
damage had been done to the car other than
scratches and slightly damaged door and trunk
hatch locks. A car stereo, radar detector,
speakers, portable stereo and amplifier were
stolen.
-February 11 between 9:45 a.m. and 3 p.m.
the trunk lock on a 1988 Nissan Sentra parked
in lot 22 had been tampered with, but nothing
was stolen.

Bomb Threats/
Fire alarms

2-14 Thu. Women's Workshop: Transitions, Challenges and Choices.
Free 10:45 a.m. Gilbreth House 893-5211.
2-15 Fri. Adult Children of Alcoholics Workshop Free 12 p.m. Gilbreth
2-15 Fri. Parenting Workshop 11 a.m. Gilbreth House 893-5211.
2-17 Sun. Lecture on African religion by Frank Kokuma followed by
Montclair State Contemporary Gospel Ensemble and Johnson Boys. 3 p.m.
893-7378.
2-19 Tue. Seminar: What Can You Do With Your Major? Free 2-3 a.m.
Student Center Annex 106 893-5194
2-19 Tues. Mac Training: Intro to MS W orks Free 2-4 p.m. Richardson
Hall and 6-8 p.m. Chapin Hall 893-4194.
2-19 Tues. Meeting President's Commission on Affirmative Action

2-20 Wed. Soviet Immigration to Israel at a Time of Crisis speaker
Jonathan Feldstein Free 7:30 p.m. Student Center 417.
2-20 Wed. Seminar: Skills Assessment Free 11 a.m. -1 2 p.m. Student
Center Annex 106 893-5194
2-21 Thu. Seminar: Discover Discover Free 1:30 p.m. - 2:30 p.m.
Student Center Annex 106 , The seminar will explain Discover a
computerized career guidance system. 893-5194
2-21 Thu. Seminar: Interviewing Free 6 p.m. 7:30 p.m. Student Center
413. 893-5194

F I L M / T H E A T E R
-February 10 at 1:30 a.m. a female had called
in a bomb threat to the Clove residential
office. The entire complex was evacuated,
and Little Falls Fire Department responded to
the scene and executed a routine search of the
apartments, finding nothing. Little Falls Fire
Department is connected to the apartment’s
alarm system, and will occasionally respond
to even false alarms.

Miscellaneous
-February 7 a student was contacted by Cam
pus Police for a bench warrant from Little
Falls court, and the student turned himself in
to Little Falls Police.
-i
-February 5 at 6 p.m. one of two female
students arguing over a parking space in lot
17 threatened to have the other girl’s car
stolen because of the dispute.

N. J. economy will decline
before it increases
(AP) - Trenton - N.J. Treasurer Douglas
Berman said the state’s economy will get
worse before it gets better.
Berman was the first to testify yesterday
before the Assembly Appropriations Com
mittee, which has begun a series of 30 budget
hearings.
Berman said sales and income tax rev
enues have shown a “new ominous dip” but
he said it is too early to tell how much the

Thursday, February 14,1991

impact will be.
Berman also told the committee that the
state’s budget deficit is far greater than the
current estimate of $500 million and is actu
ally closer to the $700 million estimated in an
independent legislative report.
Berman said N.J.’s economic slide is the
result of a continuing weak national economy,
the Gulf War and federal interest rates.

2-15 Fri. Rapunzel tickets available through Theatreworks USA
10:30 a.m Memorial Auditorium (212) 420-8202.
2-17 Sun. Four Sons Film/Discussion on War Free 7:30 Calcia
Auditorium.
2-19 Tues. Film: Mo' Better Blues Free 8 p.m. Student Center
2-20 Wed. Takin' Care of Business Free Two shows 7 p.m. and 9 p.m.
Student Center Ballroom.
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2-15 Fri. Violin Recital by Sylvia Rosenberg Free 8 p.m. McEachern
Reciatl Hall 893-5228.
2-17 Sun. Faculty Recital. $5, children under 12 $2. McEachern
Recital Hall.
2-19 Tues. Faculty Guitar Recital-Andrew Schulman AU-Bach
program Free 8 p.m. McEachern Recital Hall 893-5228
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2-14 Thu. African-inspired Fashion Show by designer Madinah
Bilal $3.00 7 p.m. Student Center Ballrooms 893-7378.
W

Sunday
Sunday

Mass
Mass

E

E

K

L

11a.m. Kops Lounge
7p.m. Newman Center

Y
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Winner will receive an assortment of 1991 Spring Week promotional items and
the glory of having his/her artwork emblazoned across campus.

This year's theme is:

TO© O O

! K' 9 1 :

00

chill

Please submit all artwojgk jn.an 8 X 10 format.
* 1 black and white
* 1 five color
Must say "MONTCLAIR STATE COLLEGE" AND "CLUB IS A CLASS I ORGANIZATION OF THE
SGA"

intrica must be received by 12:00pm ©n February 25,1991
Bring Entries to room 112D in the Student Center Annex (Club Office)
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ATTENTION ALL MAJORS:
Opportunity or a Life Time

N.J. Marketing Group
The College Tutorial Center Located
in Building E, is posting its hours
for th e Spring '91.
The C enter is open from 9am -4:30pm
M ondays through Fridays.
Evening hours are also available.
Sign-up for tutoring services w ill
con tin u e through April 5. F aculty and
professional sta ff are encouraged
to refer stu d en ts to th e Center
before th is date.
Further inform ation m ay be
obtained by calling th e Tutorial Center
at 893-4364.

sponsored by the
Brothers of Kappa Alpha Psi, Inc,

IS HIRING!
Corporate Overview in the
Calcia Arts Bulding Auditorium
Wednesday Night at 7:30pm
February 20,1991
Full-time*Management Positions
$57,000-$93,000 a year plus benefits
or
Part-time/while you go to school
$1,000-$5,000 a month plus benefits
(depends on time and hours you put in)

Call to reserve a seat
912-0020
Angela Curtis/Senior/Accounting

®
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1991-92 FINANCIAL AID APPLICATIONS (NJFAF) ARE AVAILABLE

* Stafford Loan applications must be submitted by May 1,
1991 in order to be processed prior to Fall f91 billing.
*Stafford Loan applications received after May 1,
1991 will not be considered for awards or deferments in time for Fall *91 billing.
*No deferments will be givpn for PLUS or SLS Loan applications.
You must file these applications by May 1,1991
and have the loan proceeds to meet your fall term bill.
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Under lock and key: Blanton residents react to new security
By Belinda Diaz
Staff Writer
That Friday night, Jacqueline Martinez
heard the sounds of the fighting first.
“I heard yelling and screaming, and my
first instinct was to look out the window,” she
said. “I didn’t see much, so I decided to run
out and look over the balcony. I was halfway
down the hallway when I heard a loud bang.
I didn’t think it was a gunshot.”
Martinez, 23, a senior physical education
major, is a Blanton Hall resident who was in
the building on Friday, Feb. 1, when off-duty
Irvington police officer Tracy Bowers shot a
Montclair High School student during a fight
in the lobby (TheMontclarion, Feb. 8,1991).
It is now nearly two weeks since the
shooting, and there are still questions as to
why the fighting started. Among Blanton
Hall residents, there is a mixed sense of fear,
anger, and indifference about the incident, as
well as the new security measures that have
gone into effect.
Since last Thursday, the magnetic doors
closest to the desk area have been locked
every day from 4:30 p.m. until 7:30 a.m.
Starting this Thursday, the doors near the
Health Center will be magnetically locked The doors by the college Health Center, a common Blanton Hall entrance for many
from 7:00 p.m. to 7:30 a.m. There are now students, will be magnetically locked at 7:00 p.m. as an additional safety measure.
three desk attendants on duty instead of two,
and residents now have to present both their take personally. “I know people have mixed like this can’t happen in other dorms.”
Residents like Carmen Amalbert, 22,
keytag and mealcard as identification in or feelings about them, but at the same time,
they’re for their own benefit,” she said. “It’s however, still fear for their safety, mostly
der to enter the building.
For B lanton H all D irector Debbie going to be a transition for everybody. Secu because she knows of people who will go to
LoBiondo, the new security measures are rity is something that we’ve needed to look at great lengths to get into the building illegally.
“I don’t feel safe,” said the early child
something that Blanton residents shouldn’t for a while. It doesn’t mean that something

From ashes to ashes: Lent begins

hood studies major, who spoke of people
memorizing social security numbers, and
residents who pulled friends up into the build
ing through second floor windows. Martinez
knew of people who passed on keytags and
building passes, or walked by the desk area
when the lobby was crowded, traffic flow
LoBiondo hopes to reduce by magnetically
locking the desk doors.

"...it's a shame it takes a seri
ous incident like this to get
things fixed around here..."
Yet sophomore graphic design major
Lome Garcia, 19, thinks that people will just
find new ways to beat the security system,
even though she is as surprised about the
shooting as many residents were.
“I wasn’t here that night, but I couldn’t
believe it when I found out,” she said. “I
thought things like that only happened in the
street.”
Sophomore Dollie Hurt, 20, has a differ
ent opinion about that night, and her own
ideas about improving building security such
as providing a sort of wallet holder for resi
dents so that they won’thave to fumble through
pockets and purses in order to find their meal
cards.
“I think they’re blowing this way out of
proportion,” she said, adding that not all po
lice officers make the best choices all the
cont. on p. 11

Student shuttle driver on
the road to Saudi Arabia
By Valerie Kalfrin
Outlook Editor

Father Art Humphrey of the Newman Center held Ash Wednesday services
in the Student Center ballrooms this week. Ash Wednesday is the start of Lent,
the 40-day period before Easter.

On an average day, Nick Popolivio visits
the Student Center, the Quarry, Clove Road
% Cdflege Hall over and over again. Yet
one of these days, he may be paying a visit to
Saudi Arabia.
Popolivio, 23, is an industrial studies major
in his fourth year at MSC. He drives one of the
campus shuttle buses, and is the only student
who works for the bus system.
He is also a member of the reserves, and is
currently “on alert” to go to the Persian Gulf.
“I could go at the drop of a dime,” he says.
Popolivio joined the reserves in July of
1986, simply because he wanted to. A Newark
native with three brothers and three sisters, he
uses his two-and-a-half-year job with the bus
system to support his education.
Since being placed on alert, he is essen
tially in a “waiting” position, waiting for the
phone to ring with his orders to pick up and
leave. Surprisingly, he says that he hasn’t let
his situation bother him.
“When I was first put on alert, I had a lump
in my throat, but that’s it,” he says, adding
that he doesn’t think he’ll even be called to
the front lines. “I think things are going pretty
good over there right now, and if it works out

-O

Student and driver Nick Popolivio
right, there should be minimum casualties.
“It’s hard to say if the war’ll last much
longer, though,” he says. “It depends on how
the tide turns. It’s tough to speculate.”
Popolivio currently has “a mess” of friends
in the the war zone who have been in touch
with him since their tour of duty began. “They
say, ‘Pop, we need you,’ “ he says.
He speaks with a sense of humor about his
job, encouraging all students to ride the shuttle.
cont. on p. 11
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Blanton residents react
cont. from p. 9
time, and that no one really knows what he
was thinking at that moment.
Blanton desk assistant Rob Feldman, 20,
believes the shooting was an accident, al
though he did recognize that Blanton is a
major stop for students because of the cafete
ria, Health Center and shuttle stop.
Feldman, a mathematics major, added that
he felt LoBiondo and other Residence Life
staff on duty that night did an exceptional job
under the circumstances, and that elevators
and rear fire doors have been fixed since the
incident.
“I just think it’s a shame that it takes a
serious incident like this to get things fixed
around here,” he said. “Now all we need is for
someone to get raped in the parking lot so

they can install lights down there.”
However, LoBiondo added that she
wished the “shock treatment” would extend
to the residents themselves.
“W e’re trained as extensively (in crisis
intervention) as we can be,” she said, adding
that it was the first time in her 12 years in her
position that she had had to deal with a
shooting incident and that she has received
positive feedback.
Even after the shooting incident, she
said, residents have still propped open fire
exit doors with bricks or cans to allow people
access to the building.
“It amazes me that they would do that
after an incident of that magnitude,” she
said. “I can’t comprehend i t ”

Student waits for
cont. from p. 9
“Don’t knock it ‘til you’ve tried it,” he says,
grinning at allusions to the comments stu
dents make on the competency of the other
shuttle drivers. “They (the students) love us.”
He says that only a “handful” of people on
campus know of his situation, and that he
plans to enter the Army full-time after “hope
fully” graduating in December.
Life, to him, is fairly normal, although he

By Chris Panepinto
Ten years ago this week, something
unwanted was catching in Bohn Hall,
while five years ago, Campus Police
washoping more funding would stop
a greater crime wave from catching
on...

“Fires set in Bohn HaU”
Four “intentionally set” fires on the fourth, fifth, and sixth floors over a 24-hour
period caused concern among the administration, campus police, and students. Campus
Police Sgt. Charles Giblin said there were two witnesses and a composite sketch of the
suspect Giblin said that the suspect, if convicted, would be subject to an up to $100,000
fine and/or a five to 10-year prison sentence.

phone call

does have something to think about once in a
while.
“Sometimes it’s hard to go to sleep, think
ing that they’re going to give me that call,” he
says.
Nevertheless, he says he has no regrets
about joining the reserves or about where
that may take him, especially in the next few
weeks. “I ’m ready to do anything I have to do
and get back,” he says. “We want peace.”

“MSC sees largest rise in campus crime rate ever”
An unusually high number of Class One Uniform Reported Offenses occurred
during winter break in the wake of a semester-long crime wave, the highest and longest
in MSC history. Thirty offenses alone occurred during the month of January. Campus
Police Sgt. William Hotating said that observation posts and foot patrols around the
campus would help increase security, while Lt. Michael Postaski said a better-staffed
escort service plus another vehicle would improve the situation. Hotaling added, though,
that funding was the main problem.

All Around the Campus: The Community Speaks
Compiled by W illiam Palm

Will the start of the ground war change your opinion on the war?

"No, I still fully support the war because we
have a duty to fulfill over there. My heart
goes out to the troops in the Middle East
and I hope they return safely.”

“Not really. I feel that the ground war is
inevitable. It’s part of the process in order to
get that psychopath out of power. As Debbie
Gibson says, ‘Anything is possible.’ Hope
fully the war will end soon. God bless the
troops.”

"I still support the war and the troops. There
will be more deaths, but it still has to be done."

“I didn’t want the war to start. Then once it
started, I supported the troops, not the
violence. With the ground war, I’m more
scared of how many troops will die. I wish
the war would stop.”

Mildred Pellot
SophomorelUndeclared

Russ “Crash” Sim inoff
Junior/Business

Kimber Decker
Financial Aid

Erica Smith
Freshman/Undeclared
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Time and place for protest
On Thursday, February 7, several fac
ulty members o f MSC made it mandatory
or strongly urged their classes to attend a
teach-in on the war in the Persian Gulf.
The forum, which was organized by
teachers against U.S. policy in the Gulf,
did little to "teach" students about what is
actually going on, and was largely aimed
at swaying the students of this campus to
agree with their opinion.
We at the Montclarion feel it is wrong
for teachers to force students into attend
ing lectures on the war during class peri
ods, especially one that was clearly orga

nized by one side o f the argument. O f
course the forum was open, and any one
with an opinion on the war was permitted to
speak. But we feel it is difficult for some
one with an opinion supporting U.S. policy
to be heard after a dozen speakers against
the war have gone before him. This forum
was not truly an open one, but an exercise
in propaganda aimed at presenting only
one side of the issue; the intent being to
sway people in favor of that point of view.
We do not oppose teach-ins when they
are actually attempting to inform students
on all perspectives involved with an issue.

Although the opinions and experiences of
our teachers are valued, there should be a
proper time and place for such exchanging
of ideas. Other colleges, such as Rutgers,
have their administrative and academic
schedules created with free hours. This
time gives teachers and students the oppor
tunity to gather and discuss all aspects of
important issues. This would be a good
policy for M SC to adopt, and would allow
for the organization of forums that are not
organized by extremists from one side of an
issue.
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Contest for best theme for a "New Rat"
The Rathskellar, what a place, an ideal
location for having your wedding reception.
I think not. This campus is missing a place
where all students can congregate in a
social atmosphere and not be surrounded
by pool tables.
At present, a college wide committee is
re-designing the Rathskellar, and plans to
renovate the kitchen and remove the bar
have been approved. REM O V E THE
BAR?! Yes, remove the bar, unfortunately
that baby is way past its prime and is inneed
of a replacement.
My recommendation to redo the bar
was made under the condition that new
designs for the Rat would include the abil

ity for alcohol service. Its removal will also
bring us one step closer towards recon
struction of a better Rathskellar for our
campus.
Within the legislature of the Student
Government, a committee has been estab
lished to develop a theme and new design
that will be submitted as the student’s
proposal to the College-Wide Committee.
This SGA Committee is sponsoring a
contest for the best design and theme. All
entries should consider, construction of a
new south side entrance, the addition of
wall partitions, replacing the ceiling and
flooring and new dual lighting are the pro
posed changes that you may wish to incor

porate into your design. A $75 prize will be
awarded to the best design. All entries must
be submitted on 8 1/2 x 14 paper by Friday,
March 1,1991 in the SGA office, room 103
of the Student Center Annex.
If you have any questions or additional
suggestions, please feel free to participate
in our Student Government Committee
meetings on M ondays at 12 noon in room
112 o f the Student Center Annex.
Submitted by,
Anthony Vito Susco
SGA President

Letters must be typewritten, accompanied by a name,
year, and major, and be submitted by Monday at 3 p.m..
The Montclarion reserves the right to edit all editorial
letters for spelling, grammar, and brevity.
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STAND responds to attack
I would like to respond to the editorial by create some balance on a campus - and in a
Matthew J. Shwartz in the February 8th issue country - where the majority of the popula
of The Montclarion. No doubt Mr. Shwartz’s tion is, unfortunately, pro-war.
letter was meant to be controversial and Mr.
The second aspect of Shwartz’s letter I
Shwartz is certainly entitled to express his would like to address is his inappropriate
opinion about S.T.A.N.D., the War, and a assault on the character of Dr. Grover Furr. I
member of MSC’s faculty. However, I can’t do not know Dr. Furr personally but neither,
help myself but to respond to several state presumably, does Mr. Shwartz. To assume
ments Mr. Shwartz makes in his letter.
and to state publicly that Dr. Furr is “just a
First, I was present for a portion of the bald-headed communist” whose “parents
S.T. A.N.D. forum, and, from what I observed, must have ignored him as a child” as though
I feel that Mr. Shwartz has misinterpreted the such an assumption could serve to explain
purpose of the forum which was not meant to Furr’s political point-of-view is reprehen
function as an America-bashing contest. Mr. sible and a blatant misuse of the freedom of
Shwartz must realize that during a time of war speech which Mr. Shwartz claims to value so
such as this, when the government and the dearly.
media are doing their best to convince
It's clear from his letter that Mr. Shwartz
Americans that this war is not only justified, has little knowledge or understanding of the
but in our best interests, those who disagree political issues about which he is trying to
and who are unwilling to allow the govern write. He seems to believe, as does President
ment and the media to create their opinions Bush, that war can be used as a strategy to
for them, have a passionate need to educate create peace and this is simply not so. Mr.
others of the facts. Those who spoke out Shwartz expresses his ignorance profoundly
against the war at S.T.A.N.D.’s forum truly when he states: “It’s because of wars fought
believe, as I do, that this war is not in the best against dictators...that protects your freedom
interests of anyone, and that war is not justi to protest and bash America.” There are few
fiable under any circumstance. This opinion freedoms, if any, that are protected during
is not one created out of thin air nor by the war. In fact, the freedom of “life, liberty and
media. It is an opinion based on history. the pursuit of happiness” has already been
Shwartz’s letter makes S.T.A.N.D. (whom denied to the thousands of Americans who
Shwartz refers to as Stupid Tiresome Annoy will die for oil in the Persian Gulf. If a draft is
ing Nobodies on Dope) out to be a malevolent initiated, it could easily be denied to Mr.
organization whose beliefs are based on il Shwartz as well.
lusions. If S.T.A.N.D.’s forum expressed
more anti-war sentiments than pro-war en
Amy. A. Glavasich
thusiasm this stems merely from a need to
junior/English

Revisiting Animal Farm
“Four legs good, Two legs bad.” Does
anyone remember this proverb? I forget
now, whether this is the principle law or
only one of its corollaries. It has indeed
been a long time since I last read Orwell’s
Animal Farm...I feel the need to look it
over again. Seems to me that of late there
are an awful lot of ‘four legs’ rearing up
and spouting nonsense.
I have read many different opinions
concerning this war. Some are very patri
otic, others very sad and emotionally
drained. There are those that are very
analytical, filled to overflowing with
numbers, maps and graphs. Still others are
very sensitive and picture mothers with
their crying children. There are those that
are very sensible, in fact most people try to
put a sensible face on their opinion. Some
are simply patent nonsense, usually in a
humorous vein. And then there are the rare
glimpses of pure fanaticism. I caught such
glimpses of pure fanaticism. I caught such
a glimpse the other day while browsing

through the school paper.
I opened the paper to the letters section,
and saw there an article expressing an opin
ion on the Persian Gulf conflict. I began with
a sign as I read the first paragraphs, feeling
understanding for its author, yet not sure of
my agreement or disagreement with his
opinion. As I read on, it became more and
more clear that the author was going further
beyond the stretches of reality than I was
willing to follow him. In fact as I concluded
reading his final paragraphs, it was with a
sense of horror bordering on rage. I sat back
to ponder my own views in light of what I had
just read. I kept thinking about those ordinary
looking men and women who first went over
there - those ‘weekend warriors’ as well as
their regular service counterparts - all of
whom never bargained for more than training
exercises with phony ammunition and bogus
targets. Those smiling everyday faces now
look towards a very bleak horizon. War is not
pretty. No matter how neatly Ted Koppel and
his gang of fellow actors trim it to fit into neat
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Understanding the real STAND
I am writing in response to Matt Shwartz’s
and Peter Fridel’s letters regarding STAND’s
recent actions and Grover Furr’s position on
Operation Desert Storm.
First and foremost, let’s get one thing
straight. I’d like to announce publicly that the
position of Grover Furr or any individual
member of ST AND does not necessarily rep
resent the organization as a whole. In other
words, every word that comes out of Grover
Furr’s mouth should not be taken as the
gospel according to STAND. He is not a
member of STAND nor should he be equated
with STAND.
When Furr makes reckless and irrational
statements such as “I hope American forces
get defeated in the Gulf,” I cringe just as
much as any pro war student, yet I am intel
ligent enough to sift through the ridiculous
and get to the facts. And the facts are, ladies
and gentlemen, that taking pot shots at mem
bers of STAND by calling them “blubbering
idiots” or “Stupid Tiresome Annoying No
bodies on Dope” only shows lack of confi
dence on the parts of those who feel the only
way to get their points across is to make
unwarranted and adolescent statements in
order to bring down politically conscious
Americans who want to see peace in their
lifetimes.
My stomach turns after reading Matt
Shwartz’s pointless and ignorant opinions
regarding a forum conducted by STAND. I
take his points personally because I was the
unfortunate individual who chaired the fo
rum. I did my best to give everyone equal and
ample time to speak on their feelings regard
ing the war, and I am insulted that it was
suggested that the forum was held as a mere
excuse for anti war students to vent their “un
American” rhetoric. On the contrary, it was
only when a few pro war students took it upon
themselves to speak out of turn did the forum

become uncontrollable. Other than a few
incidents, every student was given ample
time to speak their minds. That is the point of
an OPEN forum, that no matter how outra
geous the statements may be, whether Matt
Shwartz’s or Grover Furr’s, each individual
has a right to speak. If you cannot respect that
right, then go down to the Rat and watch
Oprah and vent your anger and frustration at
her.
Is it not enough that we have a war raging
over two madmen’s over anxious military
ambitions that we must have unrest here at
home? STAND has staged no protests, no
demonstrations, but has opted instead to edu
cate the college community on the ill fated
choices our leaders have made for us. The
members of STAND are patriotic Americans
who believe the war in the Gulf is not in the
best interests of MSC students. We believe
our media gives us slanted information that is
best suited for public opinion. How then can
we form a truly solid educated opinion on the
crisis? Easy. 1. Open your mind 2. Question
your leaders 3. Listen to both sides of the
issue 4. Analyze the history of our country
and the truths that have been kept from the
public and 5. Analyze the costs and future
implications of a war of this magnitude. If it
is hard to come up with a reasonable justifi
cation for the war and the future deaths of
your friends and mine, start coming to forums
and speak outs held by STAND, the SG A and
the faculty to raise your consciousness. If you
find them biased, if you disagree with what is
said, then by all means SPEAK Y OUR MIND.
Try to refrain from pushing the president of
my org anization or knocking expensive pieces
of equipment to the ground. Support the
troops, pray for peace.
Jam es Appetite Cotter
junior/ secretary of STAND
history/film

thirty minute time slots, war is not a moment
to be viewed on the screen like a sound bite.
War is an accumulation of on-going horrors,
tension, wounding and death on a scale unac
ceptable for any rational human being. We all
know this, regardless of our politics.
For this reason reading this article in the
Montclarion disturbed me even more. Here is
a man, angry about the situation in the gulf, as
are we all. However, this man takes off in his
anger, bellowing against American foreign
policy from the time of the war in Vietnam
until today, telling us that our country is run
by tyrants and dictators. While all this might
seem extreme, I cannot say that I would swear
that he ’s wrong, and I am sure that at least part
of what he says may be justified. Unfortu
nately, he goes on. Here is where I saw and
felt.real fear and loathing. Here is where this
man, a professor at our school, a man who
teaches some of us, a man who teaches people
who may go on to becom e teachers
themselves...here is where this man suggests
to us that we write to those poor people over

there dying for us and tell them that they
should “frag” - kill - murder their com
manders. When I read this insane idea my
mind went blank. I re-read it because I
figured I must be wrong. It must be a joke.
No, no joke. The man is serious. This
learned man seriously suggests that we
should murder in order to stop killing. I
can only shake my head, and sadly agree
with George Orwell’s animals...and wish
that I, too, had four legs.
Dave Edgar
junior /English
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c a n w e expect the war in the Middle East to
end when there’s just as much fighting going
on over here? And regardless of your beliefs
concerning the war, at least have some re
spect for the people who are over there living
I awoke at 8:30 Sunday morning to the that hell. Right or wrong they are there for us.
phone ringing. My first thoughts were, “WHO And if peace is truly our aim, them maybe
would be calling me this early on a Sunday, next week there should be a moment of silence,
and what could they possibly want?!”
instead of all the mindless screaming and
As I answered the phone I noticed that yelling, where people could pray, or wish, or
there was a lot of static on the line. In the hope, or whatever they choose to do, that this
distance I heard someone yell, “Hello, Lee?” war come to an end.
I immediately recognized the voice, although It’s hard to know what to believe anymore.
I had not heard it in weeks — it was my Every Sunday night I sit in church at the
stepfather. The reason the connection was so Newman Center and stare at my father’s
bad was because he was calling from Saudi name on the list of people sent to war. Each
Arabia. You see, on December 20 we got the week that list grows. And chances are some
call that his unit had been activated, and that of those people won’t be coming home.
he had one week left at home. Merry Christ What amazes me most is that my life contin
mas...
ues as usual, while his has changed so drasti
People tell me that it’s insane that a 56 cally. The first week he was there he told my
year old man would be sent to war. But these mother about waking to air raid sirens, and
are crazy times. I think it’s sad that any man hearing the SCUD missiles explode in the sky
or woman, regardless of his/her age, has to be above him. What was I doing at that time?
sent to war. And now everyone asks my Probably working, or sleeping, or out some
opinion: Do I believe we should be over where with my friends.
there? Am I for or against the war? I don’t As he spoke to me on the phone I could hear
think anyone is really FOR war. But some jets taking off in the background.'He ex
times doing what is right is the hardest thing plained the planes were going to bomb a
to do. My father did not want to leave his target. “They’re bombing constantly now,”
family and friends, but he did what he be he added. What could I say to him? All I could
lieved was right. And for that I respect and manage to tell him was that I loved him very
support him.
much, and to take care of himself, and to
I happened to be on campus last Tuesday please come home soon because I missed
(Feb. 4) for STAND’s “War Protest”. I find it him. That is what this war is about.
ironic that they were protesting war with
Lisa A. Cavaliere
anger, violence, and arguing. How
Alumna 1990

Phoning home from
Saudia Arabia

letter refered to on page 1.

Teachers urged colleagues and their students
to attend forum on war in Gulf
As educators and citizens w e are deeply concerned about the war in
the Middle East. We are disturbed that the United States government has
once again sent its massive military forces to a remote part o f the world
in pursuit o f questionable policies. We fear the politicalk, economic,
environmental, and human consequences o f war. And w e have observed
with dismay the propaganda campaign with which the government has
attempted to justify the war.
Please join us for a teach-in on the war on Thursday, February 7, from
9 a.m. until 12 noon in the Student Center Ballroom A. Bring your classes
if you can, and please encourage students and colleagues to attend as
well.
Thank you. We look forward to seeing you on Thursday.
Fawzia Afzal-Khan, English
Grover Furr, English
Carmen Averio, Spanish/Italian
Ken Aman, Philosophy/Religion
Paul Arthur, English
Tom Benediktsson, English

James Harris, Student Activities
Ron Hollander, English
Mary Holley, Sociology
Tina Jacobowitz, Ed. Leadership
Linda Levine, Spanish/Italian
Lorraine Mayfield-Brown,
Sociology
Carlos Ortiz SHSS
Maria Schantz, Ed. Leadership
Larry Schwartz, English
Steve Seegmiller, Linguistics
Michael Siporin, Fine Arts
Sharon Spencer, English
Amy Srebnick, History

Barbara C has in, Sociology
Janet Cutler, English
Joanne Engelbert, Spanish/Italian
Dick Franke, Anthropology
Alice Freed, Linguistics
Peter Freund, Sociology
S us ana Sotillo, Linguistics

WHY WE DON'T
C A L C I A

FI NE
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B U I L D I

G ,

F O U R
8 Q N 8
D irected by John Ford
A s i l e n t m o v i e w i t h l i v e m u s i c a l a c c o m p a n i m e n t , " Fo u r S on s"

CHICAGO
JIMMY BUFFETT
LED ZEPPELIN
BILLY JOEL
VAN MORRISON

GRATEFUL DEAD
WYNTON MARSALIS
AEROSMITH
BEETHOVEN
BEST OF JAZZ

* L im ite d T im e . C o m e E arly lo r B e s t S e le c tio n .
X

—COUPON—
THIS COUPON WORTH
.50 TOWARD PURCHASE OF ANY

$3.98 or $4.98

500

CASSETTE FROM ANY COLLEGE
SUPPLIERS MUSIC DISPLAY. LIMIT ONE
COUPON PER CASSETTE PURCHASE. VALID UNTIL 6-30-91.
NOT VALID FOR CLASSICS SHOWCASE CASSETTES

The College Store
M ER C H A NT: PLEASE R ETU R N TO

COLLEGE SUPPLIERS F O R R E T U R N C R E D IT
P L E A S E IN C L U D E C U S T O M E R N U M B E R .

500

REDEEMABLE IN YOUR BOOKSTORE ONLY

is an a f f e c t i n g m e l o d r a m a o f a l o n g - s u f f e r i n g w i d o w w h o se
b e l o v e d s o n s f i g h t o p p o s i n g s i d e s in Wo r l d War I.

R O O M

135

Sunda
Feb iff
7

p.m.

WANT TO WAIVE THAT SPEECH GER?
Register for the speech
Waiver/Placement Evaluation
on Monday February 25, or
Thursday February 28.
This evaluation is a service
offered to MSC students to
determine if they can waive the
Speech Communication
Requirement.
Times of registration are 10:00
to 5:00, and 6:00 to 8:00. The
registration table will be
outside the Speech and Theatre
Office, Room A126, Life Hall.
Registration fee is $ 20.
For further information, contact
Ruth Leopold, 893-4217.
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& ENTERTAINMENT

Two snaps up record review

By Valerie Kalfrin
Staff Writer__________________________
For little more than an hour, I was hooked
into a giant kaleidoscope, complete with
guitar-playing devils, singing hieroglyphics,
and movie clips. I got a funky pair of neon
pink glasses to wear, and saw sine waves and
all sorts of geometric shapes dance over my
head.
I never knew laser lights could do so many
things.
“Out of the Darkness,” a show presented
by Class 1 Concerts, took center “stage” in
Memorial Auditorium Tuesday night, and,
for the most part, took the audience on a
visual odyssey that was like nothing I ’d ever
seen before.
Blue, green, red, and gold designs (like
from a spirograph) took center-screen for
most of the show, “dancing” in time with the
Talking Heads and U2. They looked threedimensional by themselves; the glasses sup
plied at the ticket booth, though, had a pris
matic effect. They broke up the designs and
multiplied them, making it seem as though
they hung over the heads of the audience.
The best parts of the show came when the
lasers became literal artists. A red, guitar
playing devil appeared onscreen during INXS ’
“Devil Inside,” accompanied by swirling faces
and eyeballs, all drawn with laser lights. The
Bangles got some help from a whistling
pharaoh and winking priestesses while a
creature with a m an’s body and a dog’s head
(my mythology fails me here) used an ankh
for lead guitar and walked “....Like an
Egyptian.”
Pink Floyd’s “The Turning Away” was
appropriately illustrated through a desolate
figure, trudging through a landscape of side
walks and neon signs, while later a scantilyclad “model” danced on a giant grid-like
hand—Robert Palmer, at least, found her
“Simply Irresistible.”
Coni, on 18

15

***** Multi-Multi Platinum, here.
**** Free trip to Bock in Rio with
band of your choice.
*** Pretty good.
*•
Mister Rogers remakes “Back
in Black”.
*
Blind date with Eddie Munster.

Cinderella
By Laurie Jeffers
Staff Writer

Remember The Rembrandts
Rembrandts demo.
Solem flew to California to be with Wilde
and they immediately began writing and re
cording new material for an album. Solem and
Wilde put their heads and their talents together
to create The Rembrandts. This album is basi
cally fcomprised of jams from their first garage
tapes. In fact, the songs are in the same order
as they were conceived. Solem and Wilde
wouldn’t have had it any other way.
The Rem brandts’ work is similar to
Squeeze and Crowded House but is definitely
influenced by some of the 60’s style acoustic
guitars and harmonies.
This album contains a very creative post
modern sound which I found interesting. Also,

By Lisa Mieczkowski
Staff Writer
Phil Solem and Danny Wilde began
their musical careers in the late seventies
with a Los Angeles band called Great
Buildings. Apparently, Great Buildings
collapsed after their first album to the
unpredictable music industry and the two
went their separate ways to go solo.
Danny Wilde went into his home stu
dio and emerged with an album in 1988.
Unfortunately, his album failed, and in an
attempt to form a new band, he called his
friend Phil Solem. Shortly after that, Pat
Mastelotto (drums) and Dave Zeman
(keyboards) were called to play on the

Cinderella: Heartbreak Station
“Every now and then,
we need to let go
For some it’s a doctor
For me it’s rock and roll...”
For others it’s Cinderella. Althoughl’ve
never been a Cinderella junkie, I did have a
Cinderella tape back in high school. I loved
that tape, but I lent it to someone and never
saw it again (and yes, I was too cheap to buy
a new one).
The album I had was Night Songs,
Cinderella’s first multi-platinum album that
featured “Nobody’s Fool”. The album put
C ont on 18

Cont. on 17

Steve Martinfs Story about Los Angeles
rt loa! (s ns zt i

ON
FILM

I

By Maria Russo
Correspondent

ON
FILM

That wild and crazy
guy, Steve Martin is
back in yet another
FELM
comedy smash called
“L.A. Story.” Martin
himself wrote, and co-produced, and stars in
this comedy/love story.
That’s the trick with this movie in particu
lar. Everyone knows Martin for being this
hilarious comic and he is. But, when writing
this he gave it a twist and added a bit of
forbidden fairy-tale romance that could only
happen in L .A
The movie jests with the L.A. scene. It
pokes fun at social rituals of L.A. people
(kissing everyone as soon as you walk into a
room) and that having a gun on the freeway is
a definite must. Through the eyes of Harris K.
Telemacher (Steve Martin’s character) he
shows us all the humor that lies within living

Steve Martin and Sarah Jessica Parker having an affair in L.A. Story.
in L.A.
The twist of the story is that there is
romance. Harris K. Telemacher is this goofy
weatherman who doesn’t like his job nor his

girlfriend (Marilu Henner). He doesn’trealize
he is unhappy until he meets his destined Sara
(played by Victoria Tennant, who just hap
pens to be his wife in real life), a journalist

from England doing a story on life in L.A.
She is his salvation. The only problem is his
girlfriend and his job. One by one these
problems go away, the first one being the loss
of his job when he predicts the wrong weather
and the second is when he finds out his
girlfriend is cheating on him with his agent.
At this point all his problems seem to be
diminished, but Sara’s ex-husband is trying
to win her back and Martin tumbles into a
puppy-love romance with SanDeE, (Sarah
Jessica Parker) who he met while shopping.
In the end love prevails to be the champion
and a touching scene between Martin and
Tennant displays their childlike love towards
one another.
Throughout the entire movie, you ’ll either
be gasping for air because of laughter or
drying your eyes for the heart-warming ro
mantic moments. Either way, it’s worth the
$ 6 .00 .

L.A. Story is currently playing at the
Bellevue in Upper Montclair, which has the
finest projectionist in the state.
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MICHELLE STACEY FRIEDMAN
EDUCATIONAL GRANT
In H o n o r

of M i c h e l l e

Stacey F ried m an

O c t o b e r 4, 1 9 6 8 - F e b r u a r y

11, 1 9 9 1

For t h o s e w h o w i s h to r e m e m b e r M i c h e l l e a n d h o n o r h e r m e m o r y ,
p l e a s e c o n t r i b u t e to t h e P h i S ig m a S ig m a F o u n d a t i o n
in M i c h e l l e ’s n a m e :
PHI

SIGMA

M ichelle
23123

SIGMA
Stacey

State

Boca

FOUNDATION

Friedman

Road

7, S u i t e

R a t o n , FL

Fund
250

33428

P le a se m a k e ch eck s p a y a b le to P h i S ig m a
S ig m a F o u n d a tio n a n d in c lu d e M ich elle's
n a m e o n th e check. T h is g r a n t w ill p ro v id e
e d u c a tio n a l a s sista n c e to w o m e n o f P h i
S ig m a S ig m a w h o se rv e th e C a m p u s
] C o m m u n ity in M ic h elle's sp irit.

b u iii

t o OUT

ZOutis... T h a n k y o u fo r y o u r s u p p o rt.
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The Replacements
have Attitude

Popcorn is flopcorns

ers’Bemot Tench, ConcreteBlonde’s Johnette
Napolitano, John Cale, Charley Drayton and
several others. The other three Replacements
only appear individually, or in pairs on the
The years certainly have not been kind to
albums’ thirteen tracks. The four band mem
the Replacements. Despite almost unanimous
bers only play together on one track; the
critical praise for each of their previous ef
forts and strong support from the college country-esque “Attitude.”
The resultling album was originally sup
radio play lists, they have not been able to
posed
to be called “High-Tech Demo” and
capture the same type of mainstream audi
would
be Paul Westerberg’s solo album. The
ence that their stylistic brethren have achieved.
executives
at Warner Brothers balked at this
While bands like The Cure and R.E.M. have
move
and
insisted
that the record be marketed
built on their initial underground following
as
a
Replacem
ents
album, since Paul
and eventually graduated to arena tours and
Westerberg
had
even
only
limited name rec
platinum album sales, the Replacements have
ognition.
continuously been on the verge of “The Big
Even if “All Shook Down” is not a true
Break.”
‘Mats
album, it is an excellent place for the
0 The closest the ‘Mats have come to that
uninitiated
to start. Less angry and abrasive
level was with their last album, “Don’t Tell A
Tom Villard in a tale of childhood terror and a desire for revenge
than
previous
works like “Tim” and “Let It
Soul.” With the aid of the radio success of the
Be,” it still captures the energy and exuber
songs “I ’ll Be You” and ‘Talent Show,” the
This festival, of course, is the perfect
album sold in the 300,000 copy range. This ance of the band of earlier times. Songs like,
By Adriana Megaro
place for a man’s revenge against the people
“Bent Out of Shape," “Somebody Take the
was a respectable figure, although hardly
Staff Writer
who caused his disfiguration. What then en
Wheel," and “My little Problem” (a smoking
noteworthy in the light of today’s multi
Every once in a while I get in the mood for sues is a series of murders that border more on
duet with Johnette Napolitano) best exem
million sellers.
a good, scary horror flick. Unfortunately, one the ridiculous, than on the horrifying.
plify the fire of earlier Replacements albums.
Things weren’t helped by their disastrous
The script not only lacked originality and
of the only ones playing this week was Pop
What may be most shocking to old ‘Mats
stint opening up forTom Petty and the Heartcorn. And against my better judgement I went suspense, but was just plain laughable, as
fans is the acoustic orientation and the slower
breakers. The tour was supposed to be an
were most of the performances. I believe the
to see it.
opportunity for the band to work with a more pace of the other songs on the album. If
This film stars Tom Villard as Toby and point of the movie was to empathize with the
anything, this album is even quieter than
professional group of musicians while at the
Jill Schoelon as Maggie, (not exactly box disfigured man. But, honestly I felt more pity
“Don’t
Tell A Soul.” But, unlike the last
same time exposing themselves to a larger
office draw), who along with their film class for those of us who went to see this film, then
album,
“All
Shook Down” has a minimum of
audience. Unfortunately, in the words of leader
decide to host a “Special Horror Sci-Fi and I did for him.
studio
polish
and instead is a return to the
Paul Westerberg, “(the band) had sort of quit
Exactly why this movie was called Pop
Supernatural Film Festival”. Their goal is to
band’s
garage
band roots. The charmingly
playing music by mid-summer...we played
scare the audience with live special effects as corn, I have no idea. Except, I wish I was out
unprofessional
vibe
one gets from the album
maybe three or four nights brilliantly, and the
they are watching the horrorthon.
getting some through most of this movie.
demonstrates
that
the
quieter tone of the
rest were mediocre to god-awful.”
album
is
less
from
record
company pressures
Dispirited after this unfortunate period,
for
a
hit,
than
from
Paul
Westerberg’s
matu
the band returned home to their native Min
ration
as
a
songwriter.
neapolis and drifted apart to consider the
Upon release of “All Shook Down” last
future of the band. Eventually, leader/
fall,
the future of the band seemed uncertain.
songwriter/singer/ guitarist Westerberg pro
There were rumors that the band was splitting
duced the lyrics for what would be the current
Replacements album, “All Shook Down.” up, and the departure of Chris Mars seemed to
Westerberg continued on his efforts without be confirmation. In the intervening months,
tion between some of his patients and detects the other ‘Mats: bassist Tommy Stinson, gui Mars has been replaced with new drummer
By Amy Caradine
some signs of interaction. He discovers how tarist Slim Dunlap and drummer Chris Mars. Steve Foley, and the ‘Mats are going out on
Staff Writer
some patients respond to different music, and He composed all of the music himself on a tour, hitting the New York area sometime in
then tries an experimental drug on DeNiro, tape player in his basement. Whenever there March.
This tour will represent a turning point for
B o o k o f L o v e.S tarrin g Chris Young. which awakens him, but not without conse s was something he couldn’t play, he brought
A man remembers his high school years in the quences. A deeply touchingTnovie, based on * in outside help in the form of the HeartbreakCont. on 18
1950s. Young (from the TV show Married a true story, that is sure to win some Oscars.
People) portrays the teenager. The movie
deals with his relationships with his brother,
mother, father and friends. Although this
movie is not dull, it doesn’t have any particular
Cont. from 15
high point. $$1/2.
By Oren Silverstein
Staff Writer

Capsule M ovie
Reviews

NEW RELEASES
THIS WEEK
Feb. 14:The Silence of the Lambs.

Jodie Foster and Anthony Hopkins star.
The film follows an F.B.I. agent (Foster) as
she tracks down a serial killer. This
Valentine’s Day release promises to be so
terrifying, you might want to bring your
sweetheart just in case.

Once Around.

Starring Holly
Hunter and Richard Dreyfuss. Once again
Hunter and Dreyfuss team up to portray two
people in love with each other. Hunter,
desperate to marry, meets Dreyfuss while on
the job. Dreyfuss is a successful, somewhat
arrogant salesman. Hunter is wonderful as a
woman who finds herself in a fantastical
relationship, and Dreyfuss is perfectly crazy
as a wild guy. $$$$

Awakenings. Starring R obert
DeNiro and Robin Williams. Williams is
hired to watch mental patients in "the gar
den," as one orderly calls it, a place where all
attendants have to do is water and watch
them. But Williams is a doctor with a strong
background in research. He finds a connec\\X '.'.W A V .\ \ W».

r TO

Feb. 15: King Ralph
John Goodman and Peter O ’Toole star.
An entire royal family is killed in an electrical
fire and next in line for the throne is Ralph
(Goodman). Should be lots of fun.

Feb. 15: He Said, She Said.

_

.

.

.

.

Robin W illiam s in Awakenings
...............

Kevin Bacon and Elizabeth Perkins star.
The film traces the marriage of two compet
ing Baltimore Sun columnists from each
person’s point of view. Interesting plot, we’ll
see if we like what “they” said.

Rembrandts

I was quite impressed with the lyrics. Some
of the subjects ranged from love to break
ing up to being alone, regret to hard, cold
reality. This album is not all sunshine and
rainbows. Clearly, the Rembrandts have
put their heart and soul into their music.
This band enjoys what they do and it shows.
This down to earth, laid back sound is
very easy to get used to. Normally I don’t
listen to post-modern, country rock type
music but I enjoyed this album immensely.
For those interested, The Rembrandts will
be planning an acoustic club tour very
soon. I rated this album four stars because
it wasn’t my type of music and I still found
it to be very good. If you are interested in
new music, buy this tape, you’ll love it.
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L aser Show

oc

Cont. from 15

One of the evening’s highlights didn’t
involve the lasers at all, yet conveyed the
awesome power of music and images. Pic
tures of entertainers such as Elvis, James
Dean, and John Lennon, plus scenes, head
lines, and news clips from their lives and
untimely deaths, were played against the audio
backdrop of Elton John asking, “Tell me
what it takes to make you love me...” It was
a surprisingly poignant moment that was also
tastefully done, and was one of the few mo
ments during the show that the crowd in
Memorial interrupted with applause.
The show wasn’t without its drawbacks.
The smoke was necessary for some of the
effects, but it was irritating to the eyes, and
those of us sitting in the front or center were
repeatedly “blinded” by flashes of white light
as the lasers swept over the audience from
behind the screen onstage.
My biggest complaint, though, comes from
the finale— there was none! At the end of the
program, after one song ended, the house
lights came on. I looked around bewildered
with the rest of the crowd, while those around
me wondered aloud if there was an inter
mission. It wasn’t until a message about having
a goodnight and getting home safely travelled
across the screen onstage that we got the real
“message.”
Overall, a refreshing change of pace for
the campus that came to an awkward, abrupt
end. It threw a bitter light on an otherwise
mesmerizing time in the dark.

T

l
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A taste of the
Wilsons

By Neal Dougherty
Correspondent
Apparently The Wilsons are a local
band. Hell, Rutherford is local enough and
Eric Arts Editor mentioned that they were a
local entity when I passed them up last week,
opting instead to listen to a familiar and
thoroughly accomplished guitarist who was
thoroughly disappointing.
The Wilsons present four songs on
this two sided Maxi Single. Being a chrono
logical type of guy I played side one first, I
liked it, no big deal, but, I liked it nonetheless.

SAVE on ou r
STUPENDOUS
SALE of
SUPER
SOUNDS
Cassettes
Records
and CD’s....

Cinderella
Cont. from 15

However, side A as opposed to side one,
apparently there is no side B side by design,
anyhow side A is the standout side. Musically
side A and The Wilsons sound like Echo &
The Bunneymen, in fact they sound so much
like the aforementioned Echo et al., that I
played their 87 Warner Bros, album featuring
Bedbugs and Ballyhoo which sounded very
Alvin like until I lowered the speed back to 33
1/3. See, The Wilsons Maxi Single was re
corded at 45 revolutions per minute, which
makes it go too fast. Obviously it makes the
Bunneymen spin too fast but, in factuality it
makes The Wilsons Demo disappear too fast
also.
Four songs does not an informed review/
reaction make. I require more material to
make an accurate and an honest assessment.
But the deal here is I would like to hear more
and I look forward to doing just that. Imagine
that!

Replaced
Cont. from 17
the band; it is the first one that they will be
doing completely sober. After a decade of
boozy, charmingly half-assed perfor
mances, it will be interesting to see how
sobriety and maturity affects The Re
placements as a performing unit. Hope
fully, they will remain as they were; the
wqtld’s second-best bar band.

Cinderella on the charts at #3.
Following "Night Songs" was the double
platinum "Long Cold Winter" which pro
duced four hit singles including, “Coming
Home." Not bad for a group that started off by
playing the East Coast bar circuit while
starving and eating nothing but dry cereal for
an entire week at a time.
On top of it all, fame hasn’t tainted these
men and their hearts. They just finished
filming their second “R. A.D.D.” commercial.
R. A.D.D. (Recording Artists Against Drunk
Driving) is a public awareness group geared
toward young adults.
Anyway, when “Heartbreak Station” first
came out and the single, “Shelter Me” was
released, I figured no big deal, just another
album to be worn out and overplayed within
a week, and I didn’t give it a fair hearing.
After listening to this album, I realized
that the music is very different from the last
two albums.
It’s even better.
Some lyrics seem to have a deeper
meaning, and boy, if these boys were writing
from personal inspiration, some wretch really
squashed their hearts like a bug on a wind
shield.
Other songs focus on living life, moving
on, freedom of expression, undescribable
loves and stability.
As for the music, Tom Keifer (vocals)
says, “I like all different styles of music... You
don’t have to limit yourself to one narrow
thing. It’s boring...If you don’t grow musi
cally, you’re just going to get stuck...you get
caughtup in technology. It’s cool, but it’s not
Rock and Roll with a lot of feeling.”
The band, having experimented with ev
erything from soul to R&B to country, have
added a lot of variety to their music. There are
a lot of acoustics, mandolins, the lap steel,
and “honky tonk” piano.
Keifer wants Cinderella to be remem
bered by having done “good honest Rock and
Roll”, and I believe they will. This album is
a must hear.
On their 1991 tour, Eric Brittingham
(Bass) says that for Cinderella’s audiences
he’d “like to give them a good, honest show.”
I ’ll take his word for it and then see for
myself. ****

Senior Showcase
00

00

EvmDDfDgp @
11 ©lira©®
Featuring members of the
MSC Repertory Company

11,1191

M AJO R LABELS - TO P ARTISTS
A Sound Investment Save Big Bucks

0 H 0

Pop, Rock, Folk, Jazz and Classical
Limited Time. Come Early for Best Selection.

Now in Progress
The College Store

Proceeds will go to funding a trip
to the American College Dance Festival.
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PERSONALS / CLASSIFIEDS
-Hey have you ever wanted to be in a
movie? H ow about auditioning for a
student film. Two roles for collegetype males and 3 roles for college-type
females. Auditions to be held W ednes
day, Feb. 20 at 4 pm and 7 pm in Rm.
224A Calcia Hall or call Darren at 908351-3116.
-CRUISE SHIP JOBS - Hiring Men &
Women. Summer! Year Round!
Photographers. Tour Guides. Recre
ation Personnel. Excellent pay plus
FREE travel. Caribbean, Hawaii,
Bahamas, South Pacific, Mexico.
CALL NOW! Call Refundable. 1206-736-7000, Ext. C514.
-TOP N .Y .S. COED SLEEPAWAY
CAMP PAYING TOP SALARIES
Seeking: Counsellors, Life Guards, All
Specialties. Contact Ron Klein,
Director. Camp Kinder Ring, 45 E.
33rd St., NY C 10016. (212)889-6800
Ext. 272.
-WE NEED SELF-MOTIVATED
STUDENTS. EARN UP TO $ 10/HR.
Market Credit Cards On Campus.
Flexible Hours. Only 10 Positions
Available. Call Now! 1-800-950-8472
Ext 20.
- F A S T Fundraising Program. $1000
in just one week! Earn up to $ 1000 for

your campus organization. Plus a
chance o f $5000 or more! This pro
gram works! N o investment needed.
Call 1-800-932-0528 Ext. 50.
-CARIBBEAN ONLY $189! Why
freeze? For only $189 you can be lying
in the sun o f the Caribbean/Mexican
coast for a week! SUNHITCHTM
212-864-2000.
-HEADING FOR EUROPE THIS
SUMMER? Jet there anytime with
AIRHITCH(R). (As reported in the
NY Times & Let’s Go!)
AIRHITCH(R) 212-864-2000.
-Help Wanted - Commissions $400$1000 per week. Great pay as you go
through school. Students have done
very w ell working with us. Need a car.
Call Bonnie 343-3488 or leave a
message.
-Douglas Janes, Please Call Home!!
W e love you! -M om
-National Marketing Firm seeks mature
student to manage on-campus promo
tions top companies this school year.
Flexible hours will earnings potential
to $2500 per semester. Must be
organized, hardworking and money
motivated. Call Christine at (800)592-

2121.
-Best Fundraisers On Campus - Is your
fraternity, sorority or club interested in

Earn up to $ 1000 for your
campus organization. Plus
a chance at $5000 more!
This program works! No
investment needed. Call
1-800-932-0528 Ext. 50

earning $500.00 to $1000.00 for a oneweek, on-campus marketing project?
You must be well-organized and hard
working. Call Christine at (800)5952121.
-Information on Iguanas. I want one!
Anyone who’s selling, or knows one
who is - call 509-2659.

Cruise Ship Jobs
HIRING M e n - W o m e n . S u m m e r /
Y e a r R o u n d . PHOTOGRAPHERS,
TOUR GUIDES, RECREATION PERSONNEL.
Excellent pay plus FREE travel. Caribbean,
Hawaii, Bahamas, South Pacific. Mexico
CALL NOW! Call refundable

F
A
S
T
F U N D R A I S I N G
P R O G R A M
$1000 in ju st one week.

1 -2 0 6 -7 3 6 -7 0 0 0 , E xt, r s u

S p r in g B r e a ^
M E X I C O JA M A IC A BAHAMAS
C a n c ú n , A c a p u tc o
fr o m

M o n te g o S a g , 9 {g g riC
fr o m

429
F L

$ 459 p.p.
O R I

J
T

y . y '

^

V 1

f o s s a ti
fr o m

'D a y to n a ( n a c h , P a n a m a h ta c h

$ 449 „.p.
D AI *7 *^

f ro m

$

1 1

5

p .p .

All package trip* Includa:
• Round trip air-bus from select cities
• Seven (7) nights lodging at yourchoice of hotels
• Airport/notel transfers
• Free club admissions and parties (Party Cruise in Nassau)
• Welcome Br1efing(optional activities offered)
• S taff on location
•A ll taxes and gratuities, except departure taxes
and any Imposed airport head charges________________

C o n ta c t C a m p u s R e p . J im G e o ig o u s
4 6 W y c k o ff S tre e t, S u ite B
N e w B ru n s w ic k ,N J 0 8 9 0 1
(9 0 8 ) 2 2 0 -9 7 8 6

E x p e rie n ce th e m o st m oving s to ry on Broadw ay
w ith

CLUB

Miserables
o n M arch 1 3 , 1 9 9 1
T ick e ts on sale in th e S tu d en t C en ter B ooth :
Feb ru ary 1 9 th , 2 0 th , and 2 1 s t
$ 2 6 S tu d en ts
$ 3 0 N on-students
’"price in c lu d e s tr a n sp o r ta tio n t o a n d from N.Y.
’"only 2 t ic k e t s p er p erso n
CLUB is a C la ss 1 O rg a n iz a tio n o f t h e SGA
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-Deephers: Our time has com e-’91. Kara
-J.J., Jill, Leah, & Kristi - The best roommates
anyone could ask for. happy valentines day. Love
Katrina
-Our heart goes to Michele F.
-Keith(ZBT): Happy valentines day. W e’re going
to have a great time at cotillion. Love always,
Eileen
-Debbie- Have a happy valentines day! Love your
little, little, Kelli
-To my apple dumpling - “Wait! I kind o f need 35
cents” I love you anyway silly. Love little Buckey
-Dimples - “Eventhough you’re having your
doubts, we can still work it out. Sometimes it’s
easy, sometimes its n o t But its still worth a shot!
Alf
-Christine(d-phi-e) Good luck!
-Phi Beta Sigma - who is the sweetest guy in your
frat? spring 90 or spring 89?
-ToniAnn - Good luck. You’ll do a great job! “Bon
voyage” and “Good riddens” Love your ex-roomie
-Margaretflota) - I'm sorry that you won’t be at
cotillion, but I ’ll be thinking about you. Love,
Jill(iota)
-Chrissy(Iota) - Friday was awesome, and let’s
hear it for the new TR sister. I ’m glad we became
such good friends. -Jill(Iota)
-Jill & Michele - We are the “B” girls. “I want, I
need, give me...” I deserve... Love, Chrissy
-Gav - Get psyched for cotillion. W e’re gonna gave
a great time. Happy valentines day, sweetie. Love,
Jill
-Karen H. - Margaret G - Jill H. #1 Iota family
-Honey, Happy Valentines Day! This weekend
will be something to remember. I love you, always
and forever. Love your honey
-Andrew - 1 love you! Nance
-’’Finster” -Cotillion is going to be great as long as
everything is in place. - Love Ka
-Cheryl(YA) - I ’m soooo sorry! Love Kara
-Roses R red, an elephants a ton, February 15,
cotillion will be fun!
-To Val (D-Phi-E): Defmetely the coolest little!!
Love, your big, Kara
-The magic of the unicorn forever..
-Deb, I need 35 cents! Love ya, J.D.
-Ginger - Lucky you finally 21! Love, your little
-Christine & Judy (Iota): Happy Valentines Day to
the best pledge mistress’ in the world. We love
you, the nine knockouts
-Dave - Happy valentines day! I’m looking
forward to giving you your BIG surprise. Cotillion
will be very special. I love you and may all our
dreams come true. Love always and forever, Mary
-Stacey - Congratulations. Thanks for always
being there. I love you. Want a rose? Allison
-Frank - Thanks for a great weekend. Love #63
-Desperately seeking someone for cotillion date.
Ugly need not apply.
-Bryan F. - You’re awesome!! -K.L.
-Chris - All my love to you now & forever. Happy
valentines day. I love you babe. Carol ann
-Chris(ZBT) - Today your mine, all mine!!!
Happy valentines day! Cards and
quarters????Love, Elidabit xo
-Deephers at cotillion - “Oh what a night” Luv,
Kara
-Christine - You look wonderful tonight honey
lamb.
-Sigma Delta Phi is going to rock cotilion
-Pookie Bear - You make my life special. Me
-Iota - To all of you who went to the movies on
Friday night, that’s what sisterhood is all about!
Luv, TmcG
- Iotas in 208B - I think you can get a group rate
for therapy. Ps - Does Donnelly have a date, yet?
-Jen G. (Iota) - You did a great job, cotillion will
be awesome! Love your big
-Suzy(ADC) - Did you find out who’s driving the
bus yet? Love Tracey
-Dawn(iota) - not much longer, you will soon be
me!!
-Doodle - Tell the world about the small furry
farm animal incident!!!
-Karen T. (Iota) - Cotillion is going to be awesome.
Luv, TMcG (FRF)
-Andrea(Iota) - Did yoy get lost going home
Sunday? - Karen
-Jill(Iota) - If I see you in your dress one more time
before Cotillion, I ’m going to bum the damn thing.
Love Karen
-Margaret(Iota) - We will be thinking about you at
cotillion. Karen
-Bill - You are my everything and you always will
be. I love you. Happy V-Day with lots of love.
Love, Sharon

-Stacey - Hook already! Cheek
-Blondie - Your HOT!!! and so SEXY!!!
-David - 1 love you - Happy Valentines day. May
all our dreams come true. Love me.

-36 days until Cancún. #49
-Hey Barbara - “ Dont sweat it honey, take one of
mine” Joann
-PZ 57 - You’re right! I do think too much! Here’s
to excellent friends. Love, M
-Darrin - Get your “peeps” together & get ready to
party!! Your nashville roomie, Mimi
-M.A.S. - need I say more....Chante
-Gene, Jughead, and Pat - Catillion is going to rule.
Love Robyn, Jill, and JJ.
-Jill & Chrissy - 1 had a great time Friday. You
guys are the best! Love, Margaret
-Beth, Patty, Robyn & Stef - our tables gonna rock
the dance floor!!! Kristina
-Congratulations to the potential Zeta class o f dphi-e. Good luck
•To the sisters o f theta - have a great time at the
cotillion. Love the unfortunate one!
-Liz C. - Lets protest on Thursday. M .A.D.! Love,
Maureen
-TMcG - Eleven more days and no bar w ill ever be
the same. Your birthday buddy.
-ADC #87 - thanks for your support - its really
appreciated, I love ya! AIX #89
- To my bohemian sisters - only 37*!! More days Stock up on oodles & noodles - Love ADC #89
-Patti - D on’t be too nervous Fri night simply
because you’re the first firl to be presented - just
get a good buzz beforehand. Suzie
-ADC - Look for the “Mysterious Binder” TBA at
an upcoming meeting - Love, Your sisters, A ix #89
& Aix #96
-Karen - N o, I just knew the room would be
occupied.... Love, Onge.
-Cotillion ‘91....friends, alcohol, music, oh boy!!!!!
-Hi Mom!
-I’m gonna get real drunk on fri., H ow about You!
-Frank - I don’t believe it. Rob
-Jill - 1 really wasn’t sure if i should send you one.
-R ob
-Hey M o the cheerleader, Yup, Yup! Bam! Vanilla
Ice
-To my honey - Happy “V-Day” Joel Love you!
Lori
-Barb - Y ou ’re the bestest little ever! I’m so glad
w e’re so close! Love always, your big blonde
bimbo
-Jenn - This week I dominate! Love, your roomie
p.s. - Wr. Mn Suck.
-H A . - PLEASE....... Let’s Talk!!!!
-Snoopy - Did you fall down and go boom! I’ll
take care o f you! -M iss so, j.
-Big Bird - Oh honey look! coffee! I love coffee!
Oh peanut butter ! I love peanut butter! Ha! Ha!
Geek! - Grape Ape

-Sharyn - I’m s i k e d for Fri. because we have
normal dates, not like before....Chri
-Johnny - Skiing is going to be great! I ’m so
nervous though!! Will you take care of me? in
more ways than one...
-Laurie - 1 love you. Happy Valentines Day! Love,
Rob
-Trixie - Last week was a little tiring, but damn
fun. Hamburger helper is the key. Love, Chuck
-#36 thanks for being you! love me
- Johnny Walker - Interested in two cheery girls at
once? If so please answer. - The leaders
-To the roomate of Stone Room 223 - Rey, Lakiy
& Woofy, Happy valentine day! Raquel
-To my roomate Janeth 5D17 - Happy valentines
day! Together with Mike “ anymore jello-shots”
Rocky
-JoAnne (Sigma) watch your step or your’e in
TROUBLE
-To my heart Rey Rock - 1 want to wich a happy
valetines day and just hoping that our first
valentine together will be full of lots of love and
joy.
-Sister roseanne - We had fun hangin’ with you at
dinner. Lets go it again Mexican style! Love
Andreia & Elizabeth (SDT)
-j^ndy (Tke) With the toga on, Andy with the red
underwear on, Andy with no underwear on...
-Chris - Nice to see you smiling again. Love your
little little
-J.D. - Te Quiero mas hoy que ayer pero no tanto
como manana. Happy Valentines Day sweetheart!
Love always, Debbie
-Janine - 1 still want to be in the book but I don’t
like snapple -Sean
-Jenn - Just wanted to say hello. Love Beth
-F.L. - Love your favorite spot, Next is mine..Love

me
-Jim - Happy Valentines Day. You are very special
to me. Love, Samantha
-Darla - Thanks for being there for me. Hopefully
I w ill get my act together & stop complaining to
you! Love Lucy
-Zeta Class Y ou’re looking great! Luv Kara
-Hey Jeanine (SDT) What’s them? Luv Pam my
-Beth, Kris, Patty & Steph, Catillion is going to be
awesome. Make sure you have drinks waiting for
me after I am presented. Love Robyn
-Steen, Am y, Christine, Lisa, Lois, Jen & Janice:
Congratulations and good luck. - Christi &
Marybe th
-Pisco - we want our bologna!!! The final three
- B ig Bird - I’ll use my SGA Card and get you a
burger for Valentines day.
-Todd - Thanks for being my valentine but I want
Seth
-ADC Rushes - Congrats on receiving Bids!
-Brett - Thanks for listening, I ’m glad we can
exchange “secrets”
-If you’ll be my valentine, I ’Q......
-L.Z. - Jealousy w ill get you nowhere. Love the
thetas
-Attention: A ll residenced life employees whose
things were stolen & personal space invaded.
Thank you Nelson D , & Friends
-Jen- Happy valentines day plain & simple....I love
you, Kurt
-Ponch - You are the greatest and I w ill always
listen to your advice. Your word is God! Love,
Lucy
-Jenn-I know that we will have a great time at
cotillion this year. N o passing out this year. I
promise. Kurt
-Brian - The last 21/2 years have been great - can’t
wait for the next zillion with you. Love LeeAnn
-JoAnn & Jason - Have a great valetines day & no
Im not jealous. Heather
-Maureen, Dawn, & Moe - Hope the 3 o f you have
a great v-day., - the squirrel woman
-Hey Tommy D. X. - Thanks for being so cool! I
love ya Patrice s.d.p.
-To all our sisters in Iota - Get ready for cotillion!
We are going to have an awesome time! We love
you, the nine knockouts.
-Happy valentines day Jill, Love, Gav
-Happy Valentines Day, Scooch! I love you,
scooch!
-Dr. P. - Here’s your personal!! -Cricket
-To all (ex)girlfriends - If you want to keep your
boyfriends you better buy them a leash! Signed
“the bitch” next door
-Dear Christine, Happy Valentines day to my #1
sweetheart I love you so much! Love, Mike
-Wendy, I love you. Kevin
-Dick - You are the love o f my life. Happy
valentines day sweatheart. Missy
-Danielle ( Iota) - Just friends. Love, Disco
-Peraza and Giordano - our pre - toga party was
great! B. Warner
-Kris - May you never get f****d!l Heather
-To the best sister anyone could ask for. I love you
beth! Love, LeeAnn
-Patrice - I ’m here for you if you ever need me!
Love, Laura
-Rob, Happy Valentines day! Beth
-W ho’s the three man? -U.B.
-Marc - Y ou’ll always be my #1 Valentine and I’ll
always be your #1 Q-T! I love ya! Happy
valentines day. Love Carol xxxooo ps where are
my hearts
-JoAnn - Happy valentines day! You are very
special to me. Love, Your roomie
-Phil- Monster - thanks for the valentine’s card and
the free hashbrowns! Love kimbo
-Stacy(Perspective of sigma) You are so awesone
and I love you. I ’ll be here for you the next couple
of weeks. Your interpersonal buddy
-Eileen - Y ou’re the best big. Welcome back!
-Boo, I love you so much! Can’t wait to spend the
rest of my life with yop! Love, little Boo
-Iota - All you have to be is you!
-Dawn - Tonight, ....We Bowl! I love you! Jen
-Tracey, Chris, & Dawn - Whots at 9PM. Be there.
Love, Jen
-Nanner & Tracey - You still are cowmulper’s
don’t think I forgot! Love K
-Hey scarecrow - How’s the hay!

-Rosetta P. Heard about last semester, you get 2
snaps down
-Josie - do you want any popcorn? Q.P.
-Irene - You are the most beautiful, Inside and Out
-To Delta Chi and Delta Kappa Psi - thanks for all
the great rush events! Love the sisters of AIX

-Nicky - Happy valentines day!
-Betty M. - Happy Valentines day! Hope you were
surprised yesterday I love you! Retard, I mean
sweetheart! Rey G.
-To my cousin Dawn(Iota) I love you & can’t wait
for cotillion! Thanks for being there for me! Love
you, Maria
-Pippin People - You stink on ice!
-Herb o f sigma Phi Rho - Can I borrow your car?
Please money-mike
-Debbie & Randi - Isn’t 799 Bloomfield Avenue
Planned Parenthood? Good luck when you go...
-Good luck to all the sigmas getting presented!
Especially my littles - Elvira & Charo! It’s going to
be great!
-Debbie & Eileen - Remember the immaculate
conception? And let’s not forget to bring our own
water to towers next time! Love LM
-The hick got dicked over by a 14 year ole -Bro
how ’s that FE E L -E .Q .
-OSAU exec, board, you guys are great! IMike,
Brian, W illie Rue, Valerie
-to my little canole, Happy valentines day! Love
princess
-Frank - D-chi - 1 still save one dance for you,,
-Lee-Ann - 1 hope we can be friends to and I know
we w ill have a good time at cotilliob, Love Nicky
-Dean Harris - Why the round head about it?
-My throat is on fire! Tara
-To all my Phi Sig Sisters: Have I tole you that I
love you. Annette
-Phi Sigma Sigma - Stay Strong.
-Ana - 1 love you little!
-Good luck to the Mu class of AIX. Love #107
-Phi Sigma Sigma - In your time o f need all
sororities stand together
-Colleen - You are the best big ever. We are the
most destructive family. Love Stacey
-Caryn & Bonner - “me and Julio down by the
schoolyard" -Love ya Joann
-To my new roomies in 110A - You guys are the
best, let’s party hardy this semester. Love ya,
Joann
-To my other 13 sisters that I’m spending Spring
Break with - Nassau, Bahamas here we some! AIX
#81
-B J.(senate) - Our friendship is important to me
and too valuable to end it now. Besides, I ’ve told
you too much...
-Morticia, stop fooling around with married men
-Shrimp anyone? Flip
-Pebbles -Everythibg will work out! I’m here for
anything! Love elvira's big sister
-Montclair St. Ski Team - Get psyched for our last
race! W e’re all going to smoke the course!! Also
dont forget about the picnic! Tanya
-Danielle(Iota) - Have a great time on Fri., Make
sure you don’t trip! I love you. Love your big,
Eileen
-Alvin - Sinks R not your thing.
-WANTED - Cupid for lovers - meet me in the
Ran..
-PMC - you are a tanooki come fly by my house
for fun. Love the flog
-Jen - don’t worry about cotillion, you did an
awesome job. I am so proud o f you. Dawn
-Kristin - You bring the sunshine to my rainiest
days. I never thought I’d honestly appreciate
anything John-Boy ever did for me, but bringing us
together was truly priceless. Dan
-Doreen - (black fiero, art, and civ 1) You are too
hot! Kazzibi
-Noodlehead - happy v-day. I love you. Love me
and my dog
-The life o f a friend can never be replaced, but
their souls and memory will live forever - in
memory o f Michelle S. Friedman
-Doug(axp) - We are going to have a blast at
cotillion, can’t wait! Love ya, Gee
-To my big Carol(Iota) - You are the best. I love
you! Cotillion is going to be awesome. Love your
little
-Anessa, Kim, Kristin & Mary - Thanx for
everything you have done for me. You guys are
awesome friends. Luv, Gee
-Donna & Lori: Cotillion is going to be great.
Can’t wait. Love me

-Mike (d-chi) - 1 promise to write you a page letter
next time I stop by and you aren’t there. Love, Gee
-Jerry(TKE)-Happy Valentines Day Sweetie!
Love, Tequila
-Kath.L-E-E-N!! 1! Weiss, you’re the best!! Keep
your head up. Great things are in your future, I
KNOW it! Love, ALI
-To a ZBT-Do Blackberry brandy shots for
Valentine's sound good? Maybe YES!!!!!
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aerobics
monday 4:45
tuesday 5:00
thursday 4:45
gymnastic room panzer gym
taught by kim borucki
sponsorerd by silc
a class one of the sga

SNOWFLAKE ONE-PITCH SOFTBALL
TOURNAMENT
i t5VfA >

March 9-10
Captain's Meeting
Mon., Feb., 18,1991
4:00 pm Rm. # 121

SILC is a Class One of the SGA
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M other G oose and Grimm

by M ike Peters

Calvin and H obbes

by B ill Watterson
EARTHS EXCESSIVE GRAVITY
\S NO MATCH FOR STt/fCHKVS
i STUPENDOUS STRENGTH.'

m

WITH HUSO ES OF MAGNITUDE
TOE MASHED MAM OF M IGHT
ROUS A GIGANTIC SNOW BALL..

AND F LIE S ' IT HIG H INTO
TOE STRATO SPHERE...

...W HERE HE U SES H IS
STUPENDOUS V IS IO N TO 1ÛCATE
TOE O lABO LICAL ARCH R EN D
a n h o y im s

vu ™ m a m s s m vanq uishes , DID TO U T JUSTICE
TOE WHIRLWIND WONDER ZOOMS
SAVE
REIGNS
BACK. TO RESUME H IS SECRET TO ED AVf) ONCE
ID E N T IT E '

SUSIES MON S M S Vou DROPPED
A SNOW B A U . TOE S IZ E OF A
BOWLING B A IL ON S U S IE r
FROM A T R E E .
’ IT CCOIDNT
HAVE BEEN
. 2 \ M E .'IM V E R V

SHE DESCRIBED EXACTLV TOE
HOOD AND CAFE I MADE SOU.
WUV, IT MUSTVE
BEEN STUPENDOUS
MAN. DEFENDER
OF UBESTV AND
JUSTICE.' INSURE
SUSIE DESERVED
WHATEVER SHF GOT.

l is t e n t o m e . Vo u c d u u ?
HURT SOMEONE THAT WAV, AND
IF r EVER HEAR OF ANVTHING
LIRE TH IS AG AIN, 1 U TARE
AWAV VOUR COSTUME FOR.
GOOD. GOT IT ?

a u .'

HM N, T H IS SOUNDS LUCE
JW OIHER JOB FOR STUPENDOUS

>

ACTUAU.V, IT
/ ACTUAUDoesn't sound

lire wire His

TOPE OF JOB

■TOtA'rr-1

liI( T

Shoe

by Jeff M cN elly
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ohesion’s
Corner
“
By Glen Haerle
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Spyro-Gyros/P.R.P. undefeated at 3-0
The five on five basketball league got
underway last week. While some of the
contests were hard fought close matchups, a
good deal of the opening week’s pairings
were blowouts.
With each of the three conferences
sporting only 4 to 6 competitive teams, the
lower echelon teams are having expected
troubles competing with the best this year’s
best and the result is often a merciless
thrashing.
The Spyro-Gyros of the CBA have come
through under pressure twice, to help give
them an undefeated 3-0 record. The teams’
unblemished mark in the early stages of the
season has the Syro-Gyros tied for first place
in the conference withP.R.P., currently ranked
third overall.
The Spyro-Gyros sparked by the clutch
three-point shooting of John Rubinetti nipped
Senate in a hard-nosed overtime battle. The
SG’s almost had another taste of overtime,
but it wasn’t to be as they captured thensecond straight victory in as many games.
Another contest which had to be decided
by overtime was the matchup between The
Gamblers and Sudden Impact. The Gamblers
had a well balanced scoring attack with four
players scoring double figures. The Gamblers
won 54-50.
This great game was marred by an ugly
and unncessary incident. At the end of the
game, a player from Sudden Impact ap
proached the scorekeepers’ table after and
hurled insults at the scorekeepers which are
inapropriate to print in this column. The act,
which is a violation of S.I.L.C. rules, was
discusseed at the S.I.L.C. general membership
meeting this past Monday and disciplinary
action is expected to be handed down shortly.
One contest that was not as close as the
score would indicate featured Richard T.
G re e n ’s O.U. Sooners against the
Montclarion. Green’s three point specialists
were on against the Montclarion as the Sooners
hit five treys, including a late bomb after the
Montclarion’s Mike Walmsley hit a trey of
his own to bring the “Monte” within two. The
final score was42-38. The Montclarion might
have won this game if they hustled back on
defense and passed the ball better. Their
overall play was sloppy. The Sooners defi
nitely deserved this victory.
Unfortunately for the Sooners,
schedueling didn’t favor the them. After
their 4 point victory, they then played the Zoo
which promptly disposed of the Sooners by
ten.
The best and most important game of the
week took place between the Gym Rats and
P.R.P. The game was close all the way as
P.R.P. was up by three at halftime and wound
up winning the game by three.

ARO UND TH E LEAGUE
“We All A Dat” has been untested so far.
The only game they played was a blowout.
P.R.P. guard play of P at B runner and
Bryan G abriel has been unbelievable. How
ever, they managed to hang tough with the

tough Gym Rats despite the fact that Brunner
and Gabriel did not arrive to the game until
late. This showed that P.R.P. is more than just
the Brunner and “Gabe” show.
The Gamblers and the Zoo are still play
ing undefeated basketball and round out the
Top 5. Julio Ramos is leading the Zoo with
22 points a game and the Gamblers are paced
by a balance of scoring.
Other teams waiting to creep into the Top
5 are the Spyro-Gyros, Gym Rats, Delta Chi
Bombers, S.L.W.B., Sudden Impact, and the
Rho-Men.
Congratulations to Jason Cuomo of the
Gym Rats for winning the free throw shoot
ing contest.
CORRECTION
B.D.P. won the championship in 1988,
not the Crash Crew, as reported in last week’s
column

Frank B asile’s Top 10
“Spank Poll”
1. UNLV (20-0)
2. Indiana (22-2)
3. Duke (21-4)
4. Ohio St. (19-1)
5. Arkansas (23-2)
6. Syracuse (20-3)
7. North Carolina (17-4)
8. East Tenn. St. (21-2)
9. Arizona (19-4)
10. Southern Miss. (17-2)
Under Serious Consideration
Kansas (17-4)
New Mexico St. (17-2)
Coastal C arolina (16-6, 9-0) The
Chandeliers (chants) are running away with
the Big
South Conference.
Key games this weekend:
Sat. - UNLV vs. New Mexico St.
Sun. - Ohio St. vs. Indians

Announcements
—Aerobics start up this week every Mon
day, Wednesday, and Thursday in the Gym
nastics room at 3:30. Kim is the instructor
—Indoor soccer starts next Friday. There
will be 14 teams in the league.

Women’s Hoops
cont. from pg. 24
Poling and Bails created the tempo defen
sively. It was a good win.”
After the game it was learned that Kean
defeated Glassboro and clinched first place
in the NJAC. The pairings for the playoffs
seem to be set. Top seeded Kean, which has
won the conference championship every
season since its inception eight years ago,
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The Bottom Lme
By Matt Wintner

Playing "economic” baseball
Roger Clemens sent shockwaves
through Major League Baseball last week
when he signed a four year $21.5 mil
lion contract extension temporarily
making him the highest paid athelete in
team sports.
The shockwaves which came in
conjunction with the Clemens signing
were felt as far south from Boston as
New York. Flushing to be more precise.
With baseball’s Rocket getting his,
how far behind are Dwight Gooden,
Frank Viola, and David Cone from
wanting and getting theirs?
Both Gooden and Viola are in the
final year of their contracts with the
Mets and it is bard to imagine the Mets
top brass letting either of these men go
unsigned after letting Darryl Strawberry
go west young man attheendof the 1990
season.
From a practical standpoint, it is
imperative that the Mets sign Gooden
and Viola to contract extensions to keep
the Mets pitching staff one o f the most
stable and consistent in baseball today.
From an economic standpoint, it will
cost the Mets more money than they are
Willing to spend to keep Doc, Frankie V,
and David Cone all on the same team.
Today with baseball salaries con
tinually escalating by astronomic pro
portions, the object baseball’s top brass
will be not only to put together a team
that will w in, but win it at the cheapest
juice possible.
While it seems unthinkable that a
team would let an All-Star or franchise
player test the free-agent waters, eco
nomics will force teams to lose their best
players.
The trend has been in existence in its
O w n S u b tle way,but has now grown to
obvious states.
In Houston, the Astros’ long time
right handed closer Dave Smith was
allowed to test the free agent market
before signing a multi-year, multi-mil
lion dollar contract with the Cubbies.
Less than two months later, the Astros
traded their All-Star first baseman Glen
Davis to Baltimore for Pete Hamisch,

will most likely be playing number four
Trenton State in Union. MSC, with its sec
ond seed, will face WPC at Panzer next
Thursday. The winner of each game will
meet Saturday on the court of the team with
the better record. Jeffrey and her team would
like to win the NJAC championship for the
first time, but they know the road to victory
leads to Angola Gym at Kean.
Red Hawk Notes...Earlier this week the
Red Hawks defeated Stockton State 59-44.
Kim Wilson led the way with 19 points and

Kurt Schilling, and Steve Finley, whose
salaries combined barely top $310,000.
Davis avoided arbitration yesterday,
signing a one year $3,275 million deal for
the 1991 season.
Back on the horaefront, can the Mets
keep Cone, Doc, and Viola?
Not likely, but even if they can’t get
the trio signed, the Mets have some work
to do. First the Mets have to get Gooden
signed. He, along with Strawberry, were
the young studs of the Mets during the
past decade. With Straw gone, only a
long term mega deal will keep Gooden in
New York. If the Mets decide to play
games, don’t be surprised if Gooden hints
about bis desire toplay for the new Tampa/
St. Pete franchise which will start play in
1992. Tampa/St. Pete is the frontrunner
for one of two National League entries as
well as being Gooden’s hometown. An
astronomical long term deal would defi
nitely make Gooden jumpfromNewYotk
to his backyard.
After inking Gooden, Frank Viola
needs to be signed before the Yankees
start leaking stories to the press of their
interest in the former St. John’s star. The
com bination of Gooden and Viola
pitching on successive nights gives the
opposition fits. Afterfacing a fire thrower
like Gooden one night, imagine stepping
in against Viola who can throw at virtu
ally evety type of pitch at aspeed range of
73-93 m.p.h. and all points in between.
It would be likely being that Cone is
the Smallest marquee name of the three
that he would be let go or traded to fill
other needs. There is little doubt that
Cone would be the top pitcher for more
than half of the teams in baseball today,
andcould flourish elsewhere. Cone, who
went 20-3 in 1988, could reach greater
heights on a ballclub where he would be
more appreciated.
The Mets front office is also under the
realization that they got Cone in a deal
with the Royals for catcher Ed Hearn.
Therefore under the premise that theygot
something for nothing, commanding a
quality ballplayer for Cone would ease
the minds ofFrankCashenand AlHarazin.

five steals. Tracy Moffat added 12 points
and six assists while Shannon Shaffer
chipped in eight points and pulled down a
game-high nine boards.
Wilson received flowers and balloons
from her coaches prior to her final regular
season home game against Rutgers-Newark.
WMSC will broadcast next Thursday’s
game vs. William Paterson. Game time is
7:30 pm. Come out and support the Lady
Hawks’ drive for the championship.
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Lady Hawks gain 2nd seed in NJAC playoffs
By A1 Iannazzone
Staff Writer
The MSC women’s basketball team
clinched second place in the NJAC with a
55-47 victory Tuesday night against
Rutgers-Newark. The win improved MSC
to 19-4,14-3 in the NJAC.
The Red Hawks were fighting for sec
ond place with the Scarlet Raiders for the
final playoff spot. In the end, it was the total
team effort of MSC which foiled RutgersNewark playoff hopes securingsecondplace
for the Red Hawks. Kim Wilson, playing in
her final regular season home game, led all
scorers with 16 points and pulled down six
rebounds. Adding to a well rounded team
effort were Tracy Moffat and Kim Barnes
scoring 14 and 12 points respectively, Tracy
Bails had six rebounds, four assists and five
steals, Judy Stair had a team high seven
rebounds and Cindy Poling dished out six
assists.
The entire team played great on the

defensive end. Bails, Barnes and Poling were
hustling, scraping for every loose ball result
ing in numerous turnovers. Moffat, Stair and
Shannon Shaffer rotated well and were suc
cessful in cutting off the passing lanes. De

fense wins games, and MSC proved it on this
night.
The first half was full of spurts. MSC
rushed to a 6-0 lead with good interior de
fense, but went flat and Rutgers-Newark tied

An MSC foul shooter connects on a free throw in the Red Hawks game against Rutgers-Newark
on Tuesday. MSC gained a 55-57 Victory and a playoff date with WPC next Thursday.

it 6-6. MSC responded with a 13-2 run,
sparked by Bails and Barnes, and opened
up a 19-8 lead with 6:52 remaining only to
see the Scarlet Raiders knot the score again
four minutes later at 19. But MSC closed
the half strong as Moffat hit two jumpers in
the final :41 and the Red Hawks led 27-19.
The second half began the same way.
MSC opened up its biggest lead 35-23 but
seven minutes found themselves were
leading by just a bucket, 37-35 with 7:52
remaining. Over the next 7:30, MSC, led
by Wilson and Barnes’ six points each, put
the game out of reach. The backbreaker
wasBames’ 17’jumper with the shot clock
winding down putting the Red Hawks ahead
51 -47 with just 42 faithful ticks remaining.
“It was definitely a team effort,” Coach
Jill Jeffrey said. "Tracy Moffat did an ex
cellent job on both ends of the court. She
didan excellent job covering Jackie Oliver,
their leading scorer, in spite of giving up
eight inches and at least 60 pounds. Also,
cont. on p. 23

Men's hoops fall again Matmen: 3rd in tourney
Brian McNair hit a clutch 3-pointer with
1:00 left to cut the deficit to three. That
was as close as MSC would get, because
Jersey City was able to pull away after that
The MSC men’s basketball team byhittingsomechitchfree throws, enabling
continued its losing ways last week by them to earn the victory. McNair, Lewis,
dropping decisions to Jersey City State andErme Harris pacedMSCwith 12points
each.
and Stockton State.
playing Stockton State, MSC was
Agaiast Jersey City State, the
home-court Hawks played the perennial unable to get a thythm going, especially
NJAC power tough throughout, but were on defense, and was never really in the
unable to come up with a victory, losing game from the start. MSC found them
selves down big early in the game which
76-70.
The game had 14 lead changes, saw the Hawks trail by as many as 20in the
three ties, plenty of pushing and shoving first half. MSC did manage to get as close
which resulted in technical fouls and fens as 30-28 with 2:04 left in the half on three
spewing onto the court to engage in the consecutive lay-ups by Egon Lewis, but
fracas. It was one of the most exciting and that was as close as they would get. At
event-filled games the Hawks played this halftime, the Hawks were trailing by a
score of 48-28.
season.
In the second half, the onslaught
The game was a see-saw battle /
continued
as MSC played one of its poorest
from the beginning with the point differ
games
of
the season. Stockton gradually
ential never getting beyond five before
increased
its lead in the game as nothing
halftime. Neither team was able to estab
seemed
to
go right for the Hawks. When it
lish dominance as players like Lamoat
was
over,
MSC
lost in convincing fashion
Halsey, Mike Tinley, Brian McNair, and
96-63.
Chris
Albertson
led MSC with 15
Egon Lewis were able to match Jersey
points
while
Lewis
and
Ernie Harris bad
City score for score in the first half. At the
intermission, MSC led36-33 andit looked 13 each.
bright for the Hawks to earn their fifth
RED HAWK NOTES:
victory of the season.
In the second half, MSC battled
Junior guard Lantonf Halsey’s
Jersey City for the remainder of the game, seven steals against Stockton broke his
but Jersey City was too tough for them own record of six in one game which he set
down the stretch. With 2:00 to play, Jer earlier this season. .M SC now stands at 4sey City made its move towards victory 17 overall, and 2-14 in the NJAC...93
by hitting a series of shots that would put points were the most MSC allowed this
them up by as many as eight. But MSC’s season.

By Tom Reid
Staff Writer

By Keith A. Idee
Staff Writer__________________________
The MSC wrestling team placed third in
the Metropolitan Wrestling Tournament this
past weekend at Trenton State College.
The Red Hawks scored a total of 95 3/4
points. MSC finished behind tournament
champion Trenton State College (142 3/4
points) and second-place finisher Kean Col
lege (111 3/4 points). The tournament con
sisted of nineteen teams, including almost all
members of the New Jersey Athletic Con
ference. Also ciltapeting were Seton Hall
University, New York University (NYU),
York (Pa.) University, Wagner College and
Manhattan College.
MSC's Jim Sloan won the championship

at 177 pounds by defeating Troy Kerlizzi of
Kean 14-4, in the finals. Sloan, who has been
outstanding all season, was the only Red
Hawk wrestler to win an individual champi
onship at the tournament.
Three other MSC wrestlers made it to the
finals, but lost. Ken Hoff, 126 pounds, came
up with the short end of a 12-8 decision
against Tom Wakk of Manhattan College.
Division HI All-American Scott Vega lost a
9-2 decision at 190 pounds to Dan Sanchez of
Wagner College. Heavyweight John Stobie
lost by default to Ives Viola of Kean College.
MSC has had an excellent season so far,
including winning the NJAC regular season
title. The squad looks to continue its success
by qualifying for the Division III National
Tournament.

